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In this dissertation, I investigate hub carriers’ competitive advantage

in directional markets within their hub and spoke networks. In the first chap-

ter, I examine whether the competitive advantage of hub carriers in attracting

hub-to-spoke passengers relative to spoke-to-hub passengers affects rivals’ en-

try decisions in a symmetric way. The hub carrier advantage in attracting

passengers at its concentrated hub airport creates an environment in which

variation in the composition of demand in hub-to-spoke markets affects entry

in a profoundly different way than demand variation in spoke-to-hub markets.

In the second chapter, I examine hub carrier fares and price-cost mar-

gins in hub and spoke airport pairs. Exploiting variation across airport-pairs,

I find that an increase in the proportion of business travelers in hub-to-spoke

markets increases fares in these markets, while an increase in the proportion

of business travelers in spoke-to-hub markets decreases fares. This result is
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consistent with the structural asymmetries found in the first chapter. How-

ever, the source of these concentration advantages remains ambiguous. These

advantages could be due to cost benefits, demand effects, or market power. Ex-

ploiting the variation between hub-to-spoke and spoke-to-hub markets within

airport pairs isolates the market power effect on fares. I find that difference in

hub carrier airport shares explains most of the variation in its hub-to-spoke and

spoke-to-hub price-cost margins. Unobserved quality and cost heterogeneity

do not bias the result.

In the final chapter we look at the relationship between market power

and price discrimination. In the presence of price discrimination, at least one

price does not equal marginal cost. Therefore, if price discrimination exists,

there must be market power. While this logic is sound, it has led many policy-

makers to believe that price discrimination and market power are positively

correlated. We present a model where measured price-discrimination can be

low while market power is high and price discrimination can be high while

market power is low, thus demonstrating that there is no theoretical connection

between the strength of price discrimination and that of market power. We

then present new evidence that price discrimination is negatively correlated

with market power in the US airlines industry.
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Chapter 1

Entry and Structure Asymmetries in

Hub-and-Spoke Networks

1.1 Introduction

A substantial empirical literature exists for the post-regulation airline

industry which relates the hub-and-spoke network structure with strategic be-

havior and carrier performance. Much of the literature (see Levine (1987)

or Borenstein (1989)) links the scale of operation or concentration at hub air-

ports with positive economic profits. These studies linking airport presence

and economic profits typically assume a constant competitive structure and

generally do not analyze how the barriers affect rival entry decisions. In con-

trast, Berry (1991) explicitly models the simultaneity of carrier profits and

market structure in an oligopoly framework with heterogenous carriers.

A question left unanswered by his study, however, is whether the ad-

vantage of hub carriers with their hub-to-spoke passengers relative to spoke-

to-hub passengers affects rivals’ entry in a symmetric way. In this paper, I

show that the hub carrier advantage in attracting passengers at its concen-

trated airport creates an environment in which variation in the composition

of demand in hub-origin (specifically, hub-to-spoke) markets affects entry in a
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profoundly different way than demand variation in spoke-origin (specifically,

spoke-to-hub) markets.

Evidence established by Levine (1987) shows that increased airport

presence offers hub carriers an advantage over other carriers in attracting pas-

sengers originating at the concentrated airport. Airport concentration can

offer a hub carrier a competitive advantage in several ways including scale

economies; demand economies, including frequent flyer program (FFP) ef-

fects and product differentiation through scheduling; and strategic advantage

through control of slots and gates. Each of these factors puts potential en-

trant an immediate disadvantage when trying to compete at the hub carriers

airport. The model developed by Berry (1991) allows for the simultaneity of

market structure and economic profits in a natural way that allows for profits

to be effected by concentration.

Following Berry (1992) my model also allows for the strategic interac-

tion of heterogenous potential entrants. A rival carrier that chooses to enter

an airport pair involving a hub airport will serve not only the hub-to-spoke

passengers, but also passengers traveling to the hub airport. While a carrier’s

ability to attract passengers originating at its concentrated hub may be strong,

there is no reason why it should have the same advantage in attracting pas-

sengers traveling to its concentrated airport. A passenger originating at a less

concentrated airport may have one or more FFPs with rival carriers. Thus

if a hub carrier’s ability to exploit its market power is stronger with hub-to-

spoke business travelers than with business passengers flying with the hub as
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a destination, then one would expect this entry deterrence to be asymmetric.

In this paper I test the hypothesis that market structure of airport pairs

varies systematically with the proportions of business travelers in hub-to-spoke

and spoke-to-hub markets. To do this, I estimate a model of entry by non-hub

carriers against the hub carrier. Entry decisions by non-hub carriers reflect

the underlying profitability of the airport pair.

A novel feature of my analysis is that I include a proxy for the composi-

tion of demand in an origin-destination market. The American Travel Survey

conducted by the Bureau of Transportation in 1995 provides information on

the frequency and purpose of trips (i.e., business or pleasure) of over 100 miles

taken to and from the 75 largest MSAs and all 50 states. I use this informa-

tion to compute the proportion of business travelers in each hub-to-spoke and

spoke-to-hub market in my sample.

Carrier heterogeneity and strategic interaction makes modeling carrier

profits potentially very complex. With varying restrictions regarding the

relationship between market structure and profits and on the nature of carrier

heterogeneity, I test the hypothesis that market power has a systematic impact

on competition in airport pairs involving the hub airport. The profit equations

in these special cases can be estimated in a probit or ordered probit model.

Estimates of the above four models reveal that an increase in proportion

of business travelers in spoke-to-hub markets increases the likelihood of entry

by non-hub carriers but an increase in the proportion of business travelers
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in hub-to-spoke markets does not. In hub-to-spoke markets, the hub carrier

captures most of the rents from an increase in business traffic due to superior

product quality and a frequent flyer program. But, the hub carrier does not

enjoy the same advantages in the spoke-to-hub market, and as a result, an

increase in business traffic in these markets attracts entry.

I begin with a brief review of the evidence relating hub carrier airport

concentration and market power in the previous literature. This is followed

by a description of the sample used in this study. Next I develop the model

of oligopoly entry with carrier heterogeneity with an explanation regarding

the assumptions necessary for its estimation. After I present some descriptive

statistics, I describe and discuss the empirical results of the estimated entry

model. These results confirm the existence of a hub carrier advantage in

attracting passengers originating at the hub airport relative to other passengers

flying to the hub airport.

1.2 Previous literature: the hub advantage

Much of a hub carrier’s advantage comes from complementarities be-

tween the airport presence and frequent flyer programs (FFPs). An increased

airport presence combined with an FFP allows a hub carrier to establish barri-

ers to entry in two different ways – through product differentiation and through

consumers’ sunk expenditures. By establishing an FFP with benefits such as

free trips or class-upgrades, a hub carrier is able to add value to itineraries

sold to potential repeat customers and to distinguish their product from that
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of rival carriers. FFPs also allow a carrier to generate brand loyalty and

consumer goodwill, again creating a product distinction that generates a bar-

rier to entry. Berry (1997) shows this advantage to be especially strong with

business passengers who can expect to enjoy the benefits of the FFP without

having to bear the full cost. Through the FFPs, loyal customers have sunk

costs through previously earned miles or points that can work as a barrier to

entry. Because of the increased marginal returns to earned miles, FFPs pro-

vide consumers with an incentive to concentrate their travel with one carrier.

For consumers living in hub cities, the hub carrier provides the best opportu-

nity for both earning and redeeming rewards, since it offers flights to a greater

number of destinations. A rival attempting to enter a market serving a hub

airport with customers loyal to the hub carrier’s FFP would have to provide

a higher quality product, lower prices or some combination of these factors.

Other cost and demand complementarities can give a hub carrier com-

petitive advantages. Brueckner (1992) and Brueckner (1994) show that hub-

and-spoke networks offer hub carriers the advantage of lowers costs through

economies of scale and density. As Berry (1990) and Berry (1997) show,

these two effects can coexist with the advantages due to frequent flyer pro-

grams. Hubs produce both higher prices through market power or product

differentiation but lower costs through economies of scale and density.

Each flight connecting a hub airport with a spoke airport will carry

passengers traveling between the two cities. But it will also carry passengers

that use the hub-and-spoke segment as one part of a longer itinerary. The
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hub-and-spoke networking can lead to economies of both cost and demand.

The hub carrier could increase the size of the plane and receive lower marginal

costs. Alternatively, an extensive airport presence allows a hub carrier to offer

its customers a higher quality products because it schedules more flights and

more non-stop flights per day in city-pair markets involving the hub city than

its rivals. Business passengers, who tend to have a high value of time, may be

willing to pay more for these product characteristics.

1.3 Sample: hub-and-spoke airport pairs

The focus of this paper is on the market power of hub carriers on

routes which originate or terminate at their hub airports. The sample used to

estimate this model includes only airport pairs served by hub carriers in their

hub and spoke networks, including airport pairs where the hub carrier serves

as a monopolist.

A distinction between an airport pair and a market is central to the

contribution of this chapter. An airport pair is origin-destination service

between two airports. Each airport pair served by a carrier includes two

separate directional markets distinguished by point-of-origin: a hub-to-spoke

market and a spoke-to-hub market.

It is important to understand the origin and destination definition of

an airport pair. I only include airport pairs where the hub-and-spoke airports

are origin and destination points of the itinerary irrespective of intermediate

transfer points. So, for example, itineraries from a spoke to a hub where the
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passenger continues to another spoke are excluded from the analysis.

Itinerary data for the hub-and-spoke airport pairs are taken from the

second quarter versions of Data Bank 1A (DB1A) of the U.S. Department of

Transportation’s “Origin and Destination” (O&D) Survey for the year 2000.

The O&D survey consists of a ten percent random sample of all flights on

domestic carriers in the U.S. For each pair of origin and destination airports,

the data provides information on the number of passengers, their itineraries,

the fares that they paid, and the identity of the carriers to whom they paid

their fares. For example, in the Dallas-Fort Worth (DFW) to Albuquerque

(ABQ)airport pair, I know the quantity of tickets sold by each carrier, the

number of coupons for each ticket, whether the trip was part of a one-way

or round-trip ticket, and the identity of the carrier. I also have this infor-

mation for the Albuquerque (ABQ) to Dallas-Fort Worth (DFW) market,

and treat this airport pair as a separate market from the Dallas-Ft.Worth-to-

Albuquerque airport pair. Multiple airports within a metropolitan area are

also treated as separate airport pairs. In other words, Albuquerque (ABQ)

to Dallas(DAL) and Albuquerque (ABQ) to Dallas-Fort Worth (DFW) are

assumed to be separate airport pairs.

I use the following criteria to define a hub airport. First, the total

number of passengers that use the airport as a point of origin or destination,

or as a connecting point, must exceed one million. Second, the dominant

carrier at a hub airport must have at least a 25% share of all passengers whose

point of origin is that airport. And third, 15% of its passengers that fly into
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Table 1.1: Hub Airports

Carrier Hub City
1 American Airlines MIA Miami, FL
2 American Airlines DFW Dallas-Ft. Worth
3 Continental Airlines EWR Newark
4 Continental Airlines CLE Cleveland
4 Continental Airlines IAH Houston
6 Delta Air Lines CVG Cincinnati/N Ktky
7 Delta Air Lines ATL Atlanta
8 Delta Air Lines SLC Salt Lake City
9 Northwest Airlines MEM Memphis
10 Northwest Airlines MSP St. Paul/Minneapolis
11 Northwest Airlines DTW Detroit/Wayne County
12 Trans World Airlines STL St. Louis
13 United Airlines DEN Denver
14 United Airlines IAD Washington, DC
15 United Airlines LAX Los Angeles
16 United Airlines SFO San Francisco
17 US Airways PHL Philadelphia
18 US Airways PIT Pittsburgh
19 US Airways CLT Charlotte

or out of the airport must be connecting passengers. In my sample, nineteen

airports met the above criteria, and their names are listed in the first column

of Table 1.1.

Note that the list does not include Chicago O’Hare, which is a hub

airport for both United Airlines and American Airlines. There are seven dom-

inant carriers: American, United, Northwest, Delta, US Airways, Continental,

and TWA. In what follows, I will refer to these carriers as hub carriers. An

airport that is not a hub airport but is connected to a hub airport by either a
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direct nonstop1 or a one-stop flight is labelled a “spoke” airport.

Spoke airports located within 300 miles of a hub airport were dropped

from the sample since competition in these markets are not restricted to carri-

ers. Cars, buses or trains are feasible alternatives to air travel. I also dropped

spoke cities in Alaska, Hawaii, and Puerto Rico on the grounds that the dis-

tances involved may make these hub-and-spoke markets quite different from

hub-and-spoke airport pairs within the contiguous United States. After elimi-

nating these spoke cities, the sample consisted of 175 spoke airports, and 1402

hub-and-spoke airport pairs. The hub carrier is a monopolist in approximately

130 of the pairs.

According to the DB1A data bank, a given carrier may serve very few

passengers in certain airport pairs. These are considered to be generally

coding errors by most of the previous literature. I do not consider a carrier to

serve an airport pairs if there are fewer than 25 observed quarterly passengers

in the 10% sample (i.e. representing .250 quarterly passengers).

1.4 Model of entry

1.4.1 Estimated model

In this section, I develop a model of entry similar to Berry (1992). In my

model, I relax the assumption that the composition of demand is symmetric

1In the O&D data, each coupon represents a direct flight but a direct flight can involve
one or more stops. I use the OAG data to identify the number of stops on a flight. See
appendix for details.
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across directions within an airport pair. I test how the competitive structure

varies with the share of business travelers in hub-to-spoke and spoke-to-hub

markets. I do this by examining the entry decision of non-hub carriers in the

hub and spoke routes served by a hub carrier. Here entry refers to the decision

by any carrier, incumbent or otherwise, to compete against the hub carrier in

an airport pair involving its hub airport. The decision to serve the airport

pair is based upon post-entry profits which are a function of airport pair level

variables, carrier-specific variables, as well as the total number of competitors

entering the airport pairs.

This model includes only airport pairs served by hub carriers in their

hub and spoke networks, including airport pairs where the hub carrier serves

as a monopolist. Each airport pair served by a carrier includes two separate

directional markets distinguished by point-of-origin: a hub-to-spoke market

and a spoke-to-hub market. Let i index airport pair and let d index the

direction by point of origin. I define a hub-to-spoke market (d = 1) to include

round-trip passengers who originate at a hub airport, travel to a spoke airport

and return to the hub airport. The spoke-to-hub market (d = 2) includes

round-trip passengers who originate at the spoke airport, travel to the hub

airport, and return to the spoke airport.

In these airport pairs, a carrier takes its own network and the network

of competing carriers as given in its decision to operate in an airport pair. A

non-hub carrier choosing to enter an airport pair must simultaneously serve

both hub-to-spoke and spoke-to-hub markets. The non-hub carrier is assumed

10



to enter an airport pair if and only if economic profits from the hub-to-spoke

and spoke-to-hub markets are positive. While entry in hub-to-spoke and

spoke-to-hub markets is symmetric in this way, effects of directional market

factors upon entry may not be symmetric. If hub carrier market-power is

stronger in hub-to-spoke markets relative to spoke-to-hub markets, then one

would expect to observe directional differences in the effects of demand shocks

on entry by non-hub carriers. This phenomena would exist, for instance, if

a hub-carrier’s frequent flyer program allows it to capture rents from hub-to-

spoke business travelers but not from spoke-to-hub business travelers. In this

instance, I would expect variation in spoke-to-hub business demand to have

a stronger effect on non-hub carrier profits and entry relative to variation in

hub-to-spoke business demand.

This entry model is derived from a sequential three-stage extensive-

form game similar to the two-stage game developed by Berry (1992). In each

airport pair i, the game is played by Ki +1 players: a hub carrier plus Ki non-

hub carriers. In the first stage the hub carrier in airport pair i chooses “in” for

entry or “out” for non-entry. At each node of the second stage, theKi non-hub

carriers now must simultaneously make their own “in” or “out” entry decision.

Let Ni denote the Nash equilibrium number of entering rival non-hub carriers.

As I am concerned only with the entry decision of the rival carriers against the

hub carrier, the analysis of this model is restricted to the subgame following

the hub carrier’s “in” decision branch. Denote each non-hub carrier’s strategy

space over (0,1) where “0” denotes non-entry and “1” denotes entry. Let s

11



denote the Ki by 1 strategy vector of zeros and ones for this subgame In

the third stage, those non-hub carriers who do not enter receive zero profits

while those non-hub carriers who do enter compete strategically with the other

entrants, including the hub carrier. Entering carriers receive profits πik(s).

A pure strategy Nash equilibrium of the above subgame (beginning at the

node following hub carrier’s entry) occurs when, holding rival non-hub carrier

strategies fixed, entering non-hub carriers are profitable while non-entering

non-hub carriers expect non-positive profits from entry. The result of this

subgame is identical to that of Berry (1992) which demonstrates that the

Nash equilibrium strategy vector, s∗, is any vector which satisfies:

s∗kπik(s
∗) ≥ 0 and (1− s∗k)πik(s

∗+k) ≤ 0 for all k=1,..,Ki (1.1)

where s∗+k is equal to s∗, except that s∗+k
k must equal one.

Unfortunately the above game has multiple equilibria for each airport

pair i. Establishing the uniqueness of an equilibrium in an airport pair requires

additional assumptions. Establishing uniqueness can be achieved by ranking

carriers by profitability and assuming that the carrier profits are declining

in the number of other rivals servicing the airport pair. This is a strong

assumption2, but it supported by the empirical results of Berry (1992).

I now define the profit equation for each carrier. Let φik indicate the

portion of profits which are carrier specific and φi the k-vector of carrier specific

2For instance, strategic pricing or output decisions (e.g. a collusive one) where entry
increases profits would violate this. See Evans(1994) for an example. However, the focus of
this paper on smaller non-hub carriers makes this a safer assumption.
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portion of profits in airport pair i. Let vi(N) denote the component of profits

common across all carriers entering airport i. As stated earlier, this variable

portion of profits is assumed declining in the number of entering carriers. For

airport pair i and carrier k, the profit function is

πik(s) = vi(N) + φik (1.2)

Given equation (1.2), with the a variable profits v′i(N) < 0 and the vector φi,

a Nash equilibria in market i involves a unique number of entering carriers.

The next step will be describing the parametric specification for esti-

mating equation (1.2). The carrier-specific portion of profits can be written:

φik = λZik +
√

1− ρ2uik (1.3)

where Zik is a vector of carrier characteristics, and λ and ρ are parameters to

be estimated. The error term uik is unobserved by the econometrician. The

portion of the profit equation common to all carriers can be written:

vi(Ni) = ψWi − δ ln(Ni) + ρui0 (1.4)

where Ni is the equilibrium number of carriers, Wi is a vector of observed

characteristics for airport pair i, while ψ and δ are parameters to be esti-

mated. The coefficient δ can be interpreted as the effect that entry has upon

carrier profits through the strategic interaction of the all carriers. The term

ui0 represents market characteristics not observed by the econometrician, but

observed by the potential entrants.
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The profits of carrier k in market i are then

π∗ik(Ni) = λZik + ψWi − δ ln(Ni) + ρui0 +
√

1− ρ2uik (1.5)

I impose the constraint that the unobserved elements, ui0 and uik, are distrib-

uted i.i.d. standard normal across airport pairs and carriers.

While I do not observe actual profits of the entering carriers, I do ob-

serve the actual number of entering carriers in each airport pair. Thus estima-

tion can be built around a latent regression. It follows from the uniqueness of

the equilibrium number of carriers serving airport i that there are (Ki+1)

mutually exclusive possible equilibrium outcomes: Ni=0,1..,Ki (where, for

example, Ni = 0 indicates an equilibrium with no non-hub carrier entry).

Given the estimated parameter vectors and observed data, calculating the

probability that carriers enter is the probability that the unobserved portion,

ρui0 +
√

1− ρ2uik, is within the region that leads to Ni equilibrium carriers.

However, as previous literature (including Berry (1992), Bresnahan (1991), and

Bresnahan (1990)) on entry of heterogenous carriers has established, comput-

ing this probability is quite complicated and often intractable.

With some further restrictions, however, a few special cases of equation

(1.5) allow estimation with some common econometric techniques. These spe-

cial cases generate profit equations which can be estimated using maximum

likelihood estimation using a pair of traditional probit models and a pair of

ordered probit models. One traditional probit model and one ordered pro-

bit model both assume that there exists no observed or unobserved carrier
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heterogeneity. This assumption implies the identities and characteristics of

the non-hub carriers in the hub-and-spoke markets are unimportant. This

would be true if each were a fringe player without any network or marginal

cost advantages. While Berry’s paper focuses on inferences about carrier-

specific sources of profit in the presence of a large number of heterogeneous

entrants, this paper focuses on inferences from variation across airport pairs

and specifically form directional variation in demand.

The first model is the most restrictive. It assumes both non-strategic

interaction among carriers and no carrier heterogeneity. To do so, I restrict

the profit function to be constant in the number of entrants (δ=0), restrict the

airport pair specific error term to be zero (ρ = 0), and restrict the effect of the

observed carrier characteristics on profits to be zero (λ = 0). This generates

the first modification [case i] to the profit equation:

πi = ψWi + uik (1.6)

Because I do not observe actual carrier profits, estimation must be built around

a latent regression. Equation (1.6) can be estimated with a probit model.

This restriction would hold true if prices did not decline as carriers enter.

Firm output would be determined by equating marginal cost with market

price. Under this assumption, the entering non-hub carriers would not be

considering the strategies of all the other carriers in deciding whether or not

to enter.

Estimation of the traditional probit model is straight-forward. The
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sample consists of 36,781 carrier-city-pair observations in the i city-pairs for ki

potential entrants. A carrier is considered a potential entrant for a particular

airport-pair if it has more than a 1% share of the origin traffic at either end-

point of the airport-pair. The dependent variable is a dummy variable equal

to one if the non-hub carrier serves the market and zero if the non-hub carrier

does not serve the market. The estimated coefficients of the traditional probit

model represent the degree to which the associated right-hand side variables

effect underlying profits and thus profits.

The second special set of restrictions, case ii, allows for strategic in-

teraction among potential entrants. Restricting ρ = 1 and λ = 0 generates a

specification which can be estimated using an ordered-probit model:

πi(Ni) = ψWi − δ ln(Ni) + ui0 (1.7)

The λ = 0 restriction implies that there is no carrier heterogeneity, observed

or unobserved. Profits are equivalent for all carriers entering airport pair i.

This assumption implies the identities of the non-hub carriers in the hub-and-

spoke markets are unimportant and that their characteristics are symmetric

suggesting that all carriers are equally profitable.

Since πi(Ni) is unobserved, I rely on estimation of probabilities using

maximum likelihood estimation. While I do not observe profits, I do observe,

Ni, the number of non-hub carriers entering the airport pair. Under the as-

sumption that a firm will enter if ex-post profits are non-negative, one would

observe Ni carriers under the following conditions:
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Ni=0 if πi(1) ≤ 0

Ni=1 if πi(2) < 0 ≤ πi(1)

Ni=2 if πi(3) < 0 ≤ πi(2)

...

Ni=T if πi(T ) > 0

Given the assumption that the error term ui0 is normally distributed across

observations, I find the following probabilities:

Prob(Ni = 0) = Φ(δ ln(1)− ψWi)

Prob(Ni = 1) = Φ(δ ln(2)− ψWi)− Φ(δ ln(1)− ψWi)

Prob(Ni = 2) = Φ(δ ln(3)− ψWi)− Φ(δ ln(2)− ψWi )

...

Prob(Ni = T ) = 1− Φ(δ ln(T )− ψWi)

where the parameters δ and ψ are estimated by maximum likelihood.

As noted by Berry (1992), this model uses information on the equi-

librium number of carriers and not the characteristics of potential entrants.

In the ordered probit estimation, since each potential entrant has the same

expected ex-post profits, the observations for any two carriers can be used to

make the probability calculation. Information on actual entry or non-entry

by a particular carrier is disregarded by the model. To improve upon this

assumption, I next estimate a version of (1.5) which allows for some carrier

heterogeneity.

The remaining two special cases allow for observed carrier heterogeneity
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but assume that there is no unobserved carrier heterogeneity. The third [case

iii] and fourth [case iv] special cases of equation (1.5) restricts ρ = 0 but relax

the restriction on λ. This allows for observed carrier heterogeneity but not

unobserved firm heterogeneity. As with the first traditional probit model, this

third special case model [iii] assumes that the non-hub carriers do not consider

the strategies of all the other carriers, that is δ = 0:

πik(Ni) = λZik + ψWi + uik (1.8)

As a result, prices do not decline as carriers enter. In contrast to the first

traditional probit model, estimation of equation (1.8) allows for variation in

ex-post non-hub carrier profits. As such, firm characteristics play a role in

ex-post entry profits. The sample and dependent variable are the same as in

estimation of the first traditional probit model.

A fourth variation of equation (1.5) (case iv) allows for both variation

in carrier ex-post profits as well as for the strategic interdependence of firms.

In this model, I again do not observe the airport pair i profits for carrier k:

πik(Ni) = λZik + ψWi − δ ln(Ni) + ui0 (1.9)

However I can use a latent regression and estimate the ordered probit model.

For each airport pair, there are Ni entering firms from Ki potential entrants.

In the ordered-probit model with no carrier heterogeneity all carriers post-

entry profits are equal. Allowing for carrier heterogeneity, each firm has

potentially different post-entry profits. It would not be appropriate to use
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observations for all Ni entering firms in the likelihood estimation since this

would likely understate the influence of the individual carrier characteristics

on profits. To solve this problem, consider only the profits of the marginal

entrant. First, order the carriers by carrier characteristics, Zikλ, from most

profitable to least profitable:

Zi1λ > Zi2λ > ... > ZiNi
λ > ... > ZiKλ

Then the probability that Ni or more firms enter airport pair i is the proba-

bility that

πiNi
(Ni) > 0 > πi(Ni+1)(Ni + 1)

I expect the number of entering non-hub carriers, Ni,under the following con-

ditions:

Ni = 0 if πi1(1) < 0

Ni = 1 if πi2(2) < 0 ≤ πi1(1)

Ni = 2 if πi3(3) < 0 ≤ πi2(2)

...

Ni = T if πi1(T ) > 0

In contrast to the first ordered-probit model, the observed number of carriers

is contingent on the profitability of the marginal entrant and non-entrant.

Given the normality assumption on the error term ui0, I estimate the following

probability for profitable entry:

Prob(Ni = 0) = Φ(δ ln(1)− λZi1 −ΨWi)
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Prob(Ni = 1) = Φ(δ ln(2)− λZi2 −ΨWi)− Φ(δ ln(1)− λZi1 −ΨWi)

Prob(Ni = 2) = Φ(δ ln(3)− λZi3 −ΨWi)− Φ(δ ln(2)− Zi2λ−ΨWi)

...

Prob(Ni = T ) = 1− Φ(δ ln(T )− λZiT −ΨWi)

where the parameters δ, ψ, and λ are estimated by maximum likelihood.

1.4.2 Descriptive results

In this section, I define the exogenous factors (Wi from equation (1.7))

that influence non-hub carriers’ profits and subsequent entry decision in hub-

and-spoke airport pairs. Most of the variables that I use are similar to those

used by Berry (1992). However I introduce a new variable which is a proxy

for the mix of economy and business travelers in an origin-destination market.

Following Berry (1992), Wi contains variables for market population

and distance. The population variable, Population i, is a geometric mean of the

hub-city and spoke-city populations. The hub-city population is the sum of the

populations of the metropolitan statistical areas (MSAs) surrounding the hub

city and the spoke-city population is the sum of the populations of the MSAs

surrounding the spoke airport. In cases where more than one airport services

an area, the population for a given airport was the enplanement weighted share

of the population of the surrounding MSAs. The population figures are drawn

from the U.S. Census Bureau.

The variables Distance i measures one-way, direct, non-stop distance

between the hub and spoke airport of airport pair i. The measure is included
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in version DB1A of the “O&D” data. The variable Distanceˆ2 i, calculated as

Distance i squared, allows for a non-linear relationship between distance and

profits.

The vector Wi also includes two novel measures of demand for busi-

ness travel. Business travelers often book flights without advance notice,

value flexible itineraries, travel during weekdays, and value their time highly.

Carriers exploiting this fact charge higher fares for tickets purchased without

advance notice, that involve no weekend stay, and are fully refundable. If

the non-hub carrier can capture business passenger rents, then markets with

a greater proportion of business travelers would bring higher profits and thus

increased non-hub carrier entry. However, if carriers can not take advan-

tage of business travelers’ willingness to pay higher fares for fewer restrictions,

then airport pair entry and underlying profits will not be correlated with the

observed proportion of business travelers.

To measure the travel by business travelers, I use the American Travel

Survey (ATS) conducted by Bureau of Transportation Statistics. This 1995

survey asks U.S. households in the 75 largest MSAs and all 50 states plus the

District of Columbia about their travel plans. Responses include information

about the frequency of trips of more than 100 miles in length, regardless of

method of travel, taken to and from a MSA or state,and the purpose of trips.

For each airport located in a MSA covered by the ATS, I used the MSA

percentages as proxies for the mix of business and economy passengers traveling

to and from that airport. If no information is available in the ATS for the MSA
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in which an airport is located, I used the state percentages, recalculated to

account for business trips between MSAs (if available) within the state.

Each trip is classified into two general categories: business or pleasure,

with several different subclasses for each category. I should emphasize that

this measure is not exclusive to airline passengers but includes passengers

traveling by car, train, and bus. This information was used to calculate the

proportion of business travelers traveling to and from a MSA or state. Since

I know the proportion of travelers departing and arriving at each MSA and

state, I calculate the proportion of origin business travelers and the proportion

of destination business travelers:

city origin business=
# arrival passenger trips on business

# total arrival passenger trips on business

city destination business=
# destination passenger trips on business

# total destination passenger trips on business

Thus for each airport pair I calculate the following geometric mean measures:

Hub-to-Spoke Businessi=
√

(hub origin bus.%)(spoke dest. bus.%)

Spoke-to-Hub Businessi=
√

(spoke origin bus.%)(hub dest. bus.%)

These two variables are proxies for the composition of demand in the hub-

to-spoke and spoke-to-hub markets of airport i. Because the source for these

two measures is a survey of all travelers, covering all modes and purposes, this

variable offers an exogenous measure of the demand for business travel.

Carrier k’s share at the hub airport of airport pair i is denoted by Hub

Airport Shareki. The variable is indexed by i because it is calculated as carrier
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Table 1.2: Descriptive statistics: airport pair measures

Variable Mean (Std. Dev.)
Population (millions) 0.166 (0.145)
Distance (thousands) 1.082 (0.58)

Hub Airport Share 0.012 (0.026)
Spoke Airport Share 0.029 (0.104)

Hub-to-Spoke Business 0.209 (0.04)
Spoke-to-Hub Business 0.223 (0.04)

*Statistics for all 1388 airport pairs served by a hub carrier.

k’s share of the total number of passengers who fly from the hub airport to

any airport (not just the spoke airports in the sample) except for the spoke

airport of airport pair i. The spoke airport share of carrier k, Spoke Airport

Shareki, is defined in a similar way. I omit the passenger volumes in the hub-

to-spoke and spoke-to-hub markets of airport pair i in calculating the carrier’s

airport shares for these markets to avoid potential endogeneity issues. With

some abuse of notation, I will adopt the convention that Hub Airport Share i

and Spoke Airport Share i represents the hub carrier’s shares of the hub and

spoke airports of airport pair i.

Table 1.2 includes descriptive statistics for the variables used in the

entry model. The mean value for population (millions) is 0.166. The mean

route distance (thousands), after removing the very short routes as described

in the sampling section, is 1.082. Hub-to-Spoke Business and Spoke-to-Hub

Businessare fairly equal at 20.9% and 22.3%, respectively.
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1.4.3 Estimation results

Estimation of the first probit model [case i] is straight-forward. The

sample consists of a randomly chosen representative potential entrant obser-

vation for each relevant airport pair. The dependent variable is a dummy

variable equal to one if the non-hub carrier serves the airport pair.

Maximum likelihood estimates for the traditional probit model gen-

erated from profit equation (1.6) [case i] are found in column one of table

1.3. The coefficients of the traditional probit model represent the degree to

which the associated right-hand side variables effect underlying profits. The

coefficient on the business/demand variables indicate that an increase in the

Spoke-to-Hub Business has a strong and significantly positive impact upon the

underlying profits of non-hub carriers, while the impact of an increase in the

Hub-to-Spoke Business has no significant effect on non-hub carrier profits. In

relative terms, an increase in Spoke-to-Hub Business has an impact that is six

times larger than a similar increase in Hub-to-Spoke Business These results on

Hub-to-Spoke Business and Spoke-to-Hub Business imply that profits for the

non-hub carrier increase in the Spoke-to-Hub Business measure but not with

the Hub-to-Spoke Business measure. The coefficients for Population, and

Distance are consistent with the results of Berry (1992). The interpretation

implies that increases in population and distance increase underlying profits

and the likelihood of competing non-hub carrier entry. These results ignore

the implications of both strategic effects on profits and assume that there is

no observed or unobserved carrier heterogeneity.
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Table 1.3: Maximum Likelihood Estimates [cases i and ii]

No Observed or Unobserved Carrier Heterogeneity
Traditional Ordered
Probit [i] Probit [ii]

Variable Coefficient Slope Coefficient
Population 0.848 0.115 2.744

(.0421)∗∗ (0.005)∗∗ (.149)∗∗

Distance 0.583 0.079 .937
(.050)∗∗ (0.007)∗∗ (.148)∗∗

Distanceˆ2 -0.155 -0.021 -0.248
(.018)∗∗ (0.002)∗∗ (.054)∗∗

Hub-to-Spoke Business 0.311 0.040 .705
(.204) (0.025) (.502)

Spoke-to-Hub Business 1.815 0.247 5.283
(.152)∗∗ (0.021)∗∗ (.481)∗∗

ln(N) - - 1.85
(.0.027)∗∗

constant -2.497 -0.595
(.15)∗∗ (.156)∗∗

Case i: Observations are 36,781 potential entrant / airport-pairs
Case ii: Observations are 1388 airport pairs served by a hub carrier.

Standard errors are in parenthesis.
* Significant at 5%
** Significant at 1%
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Table 1.4: Ordered Probit MLE: Marginal Effects Case [ii]

No Observed or Unobserved Carrier Heterogeneity
non-hub Observed Estimated
entrants % of % of Marginal Effects

(n) Airport pairs Airport pairs d(prob(N=n))
d(Spoke-to-hub bus)

d(prob(N=n))
d(Hub-to-spoke bus)

0 .103 .114 -0.00296 -0.0005415
(0.00036)** (0.00027)

1 .264 .184 -0.015623 -.0028589
(0.00146)** (0.00172)

2 .194 .221 0.002536 -0.0004638
(0.00038)** (0.00029)

3 .137 .211 0.003007 0.00055
(0.00036)** (0.00035)

4 .092 .128 0.004208 0.0007698
(0.00047)** (0.00051)

5 .055 .070 0.003369 0.0006162
(0.0004)** (0.000401)

6 .067 .036 0.004868 0.00089
(0.00054)** (0.00055)

7 .048 .018 0.003537 0.0006469
(0.00042)** (0.00043)

8 .022 .009 0.001396 0.000255
(0.00022)** (0.00018)

9 .013 .004 0.000618 0.000113
(0.00013)** (0.00006)

10 .004 .002 0.000114 0.0000208
(0.00004)** (0.00001)

11 .001 .002 0.000091 0.0000017
(0.00001) (0.0000000)

Observations are 1388 airport pairs served by a hub carrier.
* Significant at 5%
** Significant at 1%
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The MLE estimates for the first ordered-probit model [i.e. case ii]

are found in the third column of table 1.3. Marginal effects, plus observed

and estimated probabilities for the number of observed carriers are reported

in table 1.4. This model also assumes that firm identity does not matter

because ex-post profits are the same for all potential entrants. However, this

model does allow for strategic interdependence such that profits vary with the

number of entering carriers. The sign and magnitude of the the coefficient

(i.e. δ) for ln(N) suggest that profits decline with an increase in the number

of entering firms.

The other case ii estimates support those found in the traditional probit

model. The coefficient on the demand for business travel variable Spoke-to-

Hub Business indicates increased entry by non-hub carriers in airport pairs

with a higher proportion of business travelers. Estimated at the mean values

for all other right-hand side variables, column three of table 1.4 show the

marginal effect of an increase in Spoke-to-Hub Businessupon the probability

of n carriers entering. The results show that the probability of zero or one

non-hub carrier entrants declines with an increase in Spoke-to-Hub Business

while the probability of two or more carriers entering increases. In contrast,

results in table 1.3 demonstrate that an increase in the Hub-to-Spoke Business

has no effect on entry by non-hub carriers in the sample hub markets. These

results are reflected in the insignificant marginal effects in column four of

table 1.4 which show that an increase in the Hub-to-Spoke Businessdoes not

have an significant impact upon non-hub carrier profits at any level of entry.
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The coefficients for population, distance seem reasonable and have standard

errors which indicated z-values which are significant at the 1% level. The

coefficient for the carrier characteristics are also positive and have standard

errors indicating significance at the 1% level.

Estimates of equations (1.8) [i.e. case iii] and (1.9) [i.e. case iv] allow

for observed carrier heterogeneity but not unobserved carrier heterogeneity.

The probit estimates of equations (1.8) are found in column one and two of

table 1.5. For this probit model, ex-post profits are assumed not to vary

with the number of entering carriers. Equation (1.9) can be estimated with

an ordered-probit model and results are found in column three of table 1.5.

These results support those results found without carrier heterogeneity. Again,

The sign and magnitude of the the coefficient for ln(N) suggest that profits

decline with an increase in the number of entering firms. The coefficients on

the business demand variables indicate that an increase in the Spoke-to-Hub

Business Proportion has a strong and significantly positive impact upon the

entry decisions of non-hub carriers. They perceive an increase in the share

of business travelers in the spoke-to-hub markets as making the airport pair

more profitable, and more carriers enter. By contrast, an increase in the Hub-

to-Spoke Business Proportion does not have an effect upon the likelihood of

entry by the non-hub carriers. Thus, non-hub carriers do not perceive an

increase in the Hub-to-Spoke Business Proportion as making the airport pair

more profitable. As a result, the hub carrier is able to capture all of the rents

from increases in the share of business travelers in the hub-to-spoke market.
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Table 1.5: Maximum Likelihood Estimates: [cases iii and iv]

Observed But No Unobserved Carrier Heterogeneity
Traditional Ordered

Variable Probit [iii] Probit [iv]
Coefficient Slope Coefficient

Population 0.74 0.0085 2.434
(.08)∗∗ (0.011)∗∗ (.15)∗∗

Distance 1.56 0.0180 .5832
(.09)∗∗ (0.00143)∗∗ (.050)∗∗

Distanceˆ2 -0.40 -0.0047 -.1551
(.033)∗∗ (0.00045)∗∗ (.018)∗∗

Hub-to-Spoke Business -.484 -0.0102 .388
(.785) (0.00335)∗∗ (.489)

Spoke-to-Hub Business 1.26 0.0146 5.181
(.27)∗∗ (0.00323)∗∗ (.49)∗∗

AirportShare 9.43 0.10849 6.052
(.285)∗∗ (0.00793)∗∗ (.246)∗∗

TwoMarkets 2.87 0.4432 1.206
(.030)∗∗ (0.00668)∗∗ (.047)∗∗

ln(N) - - 1.388
(.03)∗∗

constant -4.44 -1.796
(.098)∗∗ (.157)∗∗

Case iii: Observations are 36,781 potential entrant / airport-pairs
Case iv: Observations are 1388 airport pairs served by a hub carrier.
Standard errors are in parenthesis.
* Significant at 5%
** Significant at 1%
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The coefficients for population, distance seem reasonable and have standard

errors which indicated z-values which are significant at the 1% level. The

coefficient for the carrier characteristics are also positive and have standard

errors indicating significance at the 1% level.

These findings make a subtle point. A potential non-hub carrier bases

its entry decision on joint expected profits from the hub-to-spoke and spoke-

to-hub markets. While the entering carrier must enter both the hub-to-spoke

and spoke-to-hub markets, the direction of a demand shift can and does have a

varying impact on underlying profits in the airport pair. I interpret these find-

ings to imply that the hub carrier’s market power varies by direction within an

airport pair. This result is consistent with a market power story in which hub

carriers have a stronger ability to attract business travelers originating at the

hub city relative to the non-hub carrier. The literature (see Borenstein (1989),

Borenstein (1990), Berry (1990)) suggests that institutions such as frequent

flyer programs offer these market power advantages to hub carriers at their

concentrated hubs. In contrast, a hub carrier does not necessarily have the

same influence with Spoke-to-Hub Business travelers flying between the hub

and spoke airports. Because the hub carrier does not have a strong presence

at the spoke airport relative to the other carriers, the spoke-to-hub passenger

is less likely to be as loyal to the hub carrier, relative to the hub-to-spoke pas-

senger. If the hub carriers advantage in attracting business passengers only

exists with hub-to-spoke passengers, then it makes sense to observe higher

profits (and entry) by non-hub carriers in airport pairs with a higher level of
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Table 1.6: MLE: Marginal Effects Case [iv]

Ordered Probit
Ordered Observed But No Unobserved Carrier Heterogeneity

non-hub Observed Estimated
entrants % of % of Marginal Effects

(n) Airport pairs Airport pairs d(prob(N=n))
d(Spoke-to-hub bus)

d(prob(N=n))
d(Hub-to-spoke bus)

0 .103 .111 -.0027912 -.0005018
(0.0007)** (0.00036)

1 .263 .205 -.0154301 -.0027738
(0.0027)** (0.0019)

2 .193 .220 -.0025872 -.0004651
(0.0007)** (0.00031)

3 .136 .210 .0030393 .0005464
(0.0007)** (0.000037)

4 .093 .126 .0042416 .0007625
(0.0009)** (0.00052)

5 .056 .065 .0033717 .0006061
(0.0007)** (0.000417)

6 .067 .032 0.0009031 .0008627
(0.0001)** (0.000602)

7 .048 .016 .0033946 .0006102
(0.0008)** (0.000436)

8 .023 .008 .0013041 .0002344
(0.0004)** (0.000173)

9 .013 .004 .000555 .0000998
(0.0002)** (0.00001)

10 .004 .002 .0000961 .0000173
(0.0001) (0.00001)

11 .001 .002 .000007 .000001
(0.0001) (0.0000)

Observations are 1388 airport pairs served by a hub carrier.
Standard errors are in parenthesis.
* Significant at 5%
** Significant at 1%
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Spoke-to-Hub Business. Similarly, the Hub-to-Spoke Business result would

follow under conditions in which the non-hub carrier is incapable of capturing

rents from a shift in the proportion of hub-to-spoke business travelers.

1.5 Conclusion

This paper examines competition in markets involving a hub airport.

Findings from four entry models demonstrate that variation in the composition

of hub-to-spoke demand has a distinctly different impact than variation in the

composition of spoke-to-hub market demand. This result implies that the hub

carrier has an advantage in attracting passengers originating at its hub that

it does not have with passengers traveling to the hub.

While these findings support the idea that concentration benefits the

hub carrier at the hub airport, they do not explain the source of these ad-

vantages. These advantages could be due to cost benefits from economies of

density, from market power derived from frequent flyer programs, or through

demand effects from product differentiation. These findings also say nothing

about the effect of this competitive advantage on hub carrier fares.

In the next chapter, I examine hub carrier fares in these same directional

markets using two separate models. I first use variation across airport pair to

examine the effect that the above competitive advantage has upon demand

for hub-to-spoke and spoke-to-hub itineraries. Second, I use variation within

airport pairs to measure the affect that concentration has upon fares after
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controlling for the unobserved cost and quality heterogeneity.
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Chapter 2

Measuring Hub Carriers’ Market Power with

Directional Markets

2.1 Introduction

Quantifying market power is a popular pursuit in empirical industrial

organization. Several studies (see e.g. Borenstein(1989), Berry (1990), Reiss

(1997), Berry (1997) have addressed this issue for air travel. Borenstein (1989)

was the first to document the correlation of airport dominance with higher

fares. He shows that carriers charge higher fares on flights originating and

terminating at their hub airports. He offers two explanations: frequent flyer

programs and product differentiation. Frequent flyer programs provide con-

sumers with an incentive to concentrate their travel with one carrier. For

consumers living in hub cities, the hub carrier provides the best opportunity

for both earning and redeeming rewards, since it offers flights to a greater

number of destinations. The hub carrier also offers higher quality products

because it schedules more flights and more non-stop flights per day in airport

pair markets involving the hub city than its rivals. Business passengers, who

tend to have a high value of time, may be willing to pay more for these product

characteristics.
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Borenstein (1989) demonstrates that a carrier with a larger airport pres-

ence enjoys a significant advantage in attracting passengers originating at that

airport even after controlling for cost and quality differences. These carriers

parlay this advantage into a “hub premium” in the airport pair which origi-

nate or terminate at a concentrated hub airport. Borenstein interprets these

findings as reflecting a hub-carrier advantage from frequent-flyer programs and

reputation effects. In this paper I examine in more detail the conditions and

extent to which carriers enjoy market power in hub-to-spoke and spoke-to-hub

markets. Using two separate models, I test the null hypothesis that pricing

in hub-to-spoke and spoke-to-hub markets are the same. The results reject

the null hypothesis and suggest that the hub carrier has more market power

in hub-to-spoke markets than in spoke-to-hub markets.

A novel feature of my analysis is that I include a proxy for the composi-

tion of demand in an origin-destination market. The American Travel Survey

conducted by the Bureau of Transportation in 1995 provides information on

the frequency and purpose of trips (i.e., business or pleasure) of over 100 miles

taken to and from the 75 largest MSAs and all 50 states. I use this informa-

tion to compute the proportion of business travelers in each hub-to-spoke and

spoke-to-hub market in my sample.

Analyzing variation in fares across airport pairs, I find that the effect of

an increase in the proportion of business travelers on hub carrier fares varies

depending on the point of origin of the business traveller. Ceteris paribus,

an increase in the proportion of business travelers in hub-to-spoke markets
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increases hub-to-spoke and spoke-to-hub fares but an increase in the proportion

of business travelers in spoke-to-hub markets decreases fares in spoke-to-hub

and hub-to-spoke markets. The magnitudes are economically significant. A

one-standard deviation increase in the proportion of hub-to-spoke business

travelers raises mean hub-to-spoke fares by $24 and spoke-to-hub fares by $17;

a similar increase in the proportion of spoke-to-hub business travelers lowers

mean hub-to-spoke fares by $37 and mean spoke-to-hub fares by $29. In hub-

to-spoke markets, the hub carrier is able to capture most of the rents from an

increase in business traffic due to superior product quality and a frequently

flyer program. But, it does not enjoy the same advantages in the spoke-to-hub

market, and as a result an increase in business traffic in these markets lowers

fares.

These results complement those from the first chapter. In hub-to-spoke

markets, the hub carrier had a competitive advantage so a higher proportion

of business travelers did not affect rival entry. The fact that hub carrier fares

are higher when there are a higher percentage of hub-to-spoke passengers lends

credence to the notion that the hub carrier enjoys an advantage in hub-to-spoke

markets. In contrast, in the spoke-to-hub markets, increases in the proportion

of business travelers did induce entry by competing rivals. The fact that these

markets are more competitive helps explain why the hub carrier faces lower

fares in markets with more spoke-to-hub business travelers.

However, these results must be taken with some caution. As Berry

(1990) points out, airport dominance can also have socially beneficial cost
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and demand implications. Hubbing may decrease costs due to economies of

density. It can also allow the carrier to offer a higher quality product through

more frequent flights. Because of potential correlation between unobserved

cost and quality measures and the airport presence measure, a cross-section

model using variation across airport pairs may produce biased estimates.

To remove the bias from within-airport pair unobserved heterogeneity, I

exploit the variation between hub–to-spoke and spoke-to-hub travel within air-

port pairs to measure the impact of the hub carrier’s airport shares in hub and

spoke airports. By contrast, Borenstein (1989) aggregates the hub-to-spoke

and spoke-to-hub markets within an airport pair and estimates the impact

of airport shares on fares off the variation across airport pairs. Borenstein

(1989) uses airport pair fixed effects to difference-out unobserved heterogene-

ity which is constant for two carriers within an airport pair. However, if there

are increasing returns to density, these fixed-effects will not reflect the cost

advantages due to hubbing. The benefit of my approach is that it controls

for unobserved cost and quality factors that vary across airport pairs and are

likely to be correlated with the carriers’ airport shares. I find that the dif-

ference in the hub carrier’s airport shares can explain most of the difference

in its hub-to-spoke and spoke-to-hub fares. Evaluated at the sample means,

hub-to-spoke fares are approximately $34 (7%) higher than spoke-to-hub fares.

However, equating the hub carrier’s airport shares at the hub and spoke air-

ports reduces the difference between hub-to-spoke and spoke-to-hub fares to

only $8 (2%). The hub premium is not due to differences in costs or product
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differentiation because passengers flying from a hub city to a spoke city are

flying on the same planes as passengers flying from the spoke city to the hub

city. It is approximately equal to the frequent flyer bonus.

The paper is organized as follows. The data are discussed in Section 2.

In Section 3, I present the reduced form model of fares and passenger volumes

with and without airport fixed effects. The results are presented in Section 4.

In Section 5, I describe the entry model and discuss the estimates.

2.2 Sample: Hub-and Spoke Fares

The focus of this paper is on the market power of hub carriers on routes

which originate or terminate at their hub airports. As I did in the first chapter,

I consider only airport pairs that are serviced by a hub carrier between one

hub airport and one spoke airport. I use the same sample of airport pairs

considered in chapter one. In the following section I analyze the fares paid in

hub-to-spoke and spoke-to-hub markets.

2.2.1 Testing Directional Fare Symmetry

From chapter one, remember that i indexes an airport pair and d in-

dexes the directional market within the airport pair. Specifically, let d = 1

denote hub-to-spoke markets and let d = 2 denote spoke-to-hub markets.

Table 2.1 reports several sample statistics on the fares of hub carriers

in hub-to-spoke and spoke-to-hub markets.
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Table 2.1: Descriptive statistics : Fare

Oligopoly
Fare* Variable Mean (Std. Dev.)

Hub-origin Mean Fare 246.151 (89.479)
Spoke-origin Mean Fare 225.997 (74.263)

Hub-origin 3rd Quartile Fare 328.372 (167.424)
Spoke-origin 3rd Quartile Fare 285.042 (135.019)

Hub-origin 1st Quartile Fare 140.531 (42.117)
Spoke-origin 1st Quartile Fare 135.957 (37.627)

(obs) 1274

*Fares are one-way prices for a round-trip itinerary.

The mean fare for hub-to-spoke flights is slightly more than $20 (9%)

higher than the mean fare for spoke-to-hub flights. The difference is substan-

tially higher at the upper end of the distribution. The average third quartile

fares and first quartile fares in hub-to-spoke markets are, respectively, $43

(15%) and $5 (4%) higher than they are in spoke-to-hub markets. While

suggestive, these results are not definitive. In particular, the considerable

heterogeneity in fares makes the differences not statistically significant.

An alternative approach is to directly test the null-hypothesis that

Fi1 = Fi2 using the empirical distributions. This is essentially a joint hy-

pothesis that all of the deciles and moments of the distribution are equal.

The previous literature has typically assumed that Fi1 = Fi2, and focussed

on the determinants of the variation in fare distributions across airport pairs.

However, theory suggests that, if the hub carrier has market power, then one

should not expect the fare distribution in the hub-to-spoke market of airport
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pair i to be the same as the fare distribution in the spoke-to-hub market of

airport pair i. It is true that the marginal costs of servicing passengers in

these two markets are likely to be the same, since they fly on the same planes.

But, demand in the hub-to-spoke market is likely to differ from demand in the

spoke-market. In addition, the hub carrier may face more competition in the

spoke-to-hub market than in the hub-to-spoke market because of frequent-flyer

programs. Frequent fliers who live near the hub airport are more likely to fly

with the hub carrier because it offers more choices for the bonus trip. The hub

carrier may not enjoy the same advantage in spoke-to-hub markets. Thus, if

hub carriers are able to price discriminate, and set prices above marginal cost,

then their ability to do so is likely to vary across directional markets within

an airport pair.

Characteristics of the fare distributions restrict the set of nonparametric

tests which can be used in this test. The empirical distribution tends to be

bimodal at low and high fares with zero density between the modes. The

chi-square goodness-of-fit test can be applied to discrete distributions without

full support.

For each directional-passenger type, I estimate the distribution of fares

with a histogram. Define the vector:

f̂id =

 f̂id,1
...

f̂id,Yi−1

 (2.1)

where f̂id,y =

MidP

i=1
1(price in bin y)

Mid
; y indexes bins and Yi are the number of non-
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empty bins in airport pair i ; Mid are the number of observed fares in direction d

city pair i. Thus, f̂id,y is the density of the yth bin in direction d for airport pair

i. A Pearson’s chi-squared goodness-of-fit test tests the hypothesis that the

hub-to-spoke distribution of fares is equivalent to the spoke-to-hub distribution

of fares for each airport pair:

H0 : f̂i1 = f̂i2

This test statistic is calculated as follows:

θ =
∑
i∈I

(
(f̂i1 − f̂i2)V̂

−1(f̂i1 − f̂i2)
)

˜ χ2[Yi − 1] (2.2)

where V̂ is the covariance matrix:

V̂ =


f 1(1− f 1) −f 2f 1 · · · −f y−1f 1

−f 1f 2
. . .

...

−f 1f y−1 f y−1(1− f y−1)


(

1

Mi1

+
1

M
i2

)
(2.3)

and f y is the density of bin y aggregated across the two directions in the

airport pair:

f y =

Mi1∑
i=1

1(price in bin y) +
Mi2∑
i=1

1(price in bin y)

Mi1 +Mi2

The sample used for these calculations has been limited to the airport

pairs described in the previous section. Results of the chi-square are reported

in table 2.2 for the year 2000.

In applying the test, I partition the sample into monopoly airport pairs

and oligopoly airport pairs. Table 2.2 reports the results. In the monopoly
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Table 2.2: Testing Fare Symmetry Hypothesis

Year: 2000
Hub -Spoke

Oligopoly Monopoly
Reject at 5% 686 31

54% 27%

Reject at 1% 649 25
51% 22%

Total Obs 1274 114

sample, the null hypothesis of equivalence is rejected at the 5% level in only

27% of the city-pair markets and at the 1% level in 22% of the city-pair

markets. By contrast, the null hypothesis is rejected in 51% of the oligopoly

airport pairs at the 5% level and 54% of markets at the 1% level. These results

suggest that competition affects the hub carrier’s ability to price discriminate

differently in the hub-to-spoke and spoke-to-hub markets.

The hub carriers profit maximizing pricing decisions structurally differ

from their decisions in oligopoly markets. The results in table refpear1 indi-

cate that directional price variation in monopoly markets is much less than in

oligopoly markets. In the following analysis I concentrate on the directional

differences in oligopoly markets.
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2.3 Reduced Form Model of Supply and Demand - Vari-
ation Across airport pairs

2.3.1 Estimated Model

In this section I present a model for measuring hub-carrier market

power in hub-and-spoke airport pairs. This econometric model exploits the

variation in airport-shares and demand for business travel across airport pairs

to identify the hub carrier’s market power. I Disaggregate both fares as well

as the exogenous cost and demand shifters by point of origin. I work with the

reduced form representation of market equilibrium which consists of a system

of equations in which the endogenous variables, carrier prices and quantities,

are expressed as functions of exogenous variables, the demand and cost shifters.

In what follows, I focus on the reduced form equations of the hub carrier.

Let Pid and Qid denote, respectively, the hub carrier’s fare and passen-

ger volume in market d of airport pair i, and let Xid denote the vector of cost

and demand shifters in market d of airport pair i. Then the model is

ln(Pid) = βdXid + ηid (2.4)

ln(Qid) = αdXid + υid (2.5)

where βd and αd are parameters to be estimated, and ηid and υid are i.i.d.

random errors with zero mean and finite variance. The errors for the hub-to-

spoke fares and passenger volume equations are allowed to be correlated with

the errors from the spoke-to-hub fare and passenger volume equations.
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Equations (2.4) and (2.5) are a system of seemingly unrelated regres-

sions that can be estimated by generalized least squares if the errors are un-

correlated with the regressors. However, if E[X ′
idηid] 6= 0 or E[X ′

idυid] 6= 0,

then GLS yields biased estimates of the reduced form parameters. I further

explore this issue later in a second model.

One complicating feature of air travel markets is that carriers can and

do price discriminate. Consequently, the reduced form model of each carrier’s

pricing decisions should consist of more than one fare equation. In what fol-

lows, I consider three possible values for Pid : the first quartile fare, the third

quartile fare and the mean fare. The estimates of the three fare equations

reveal the extent to which the market power of the hub carrier depends upon

the mix of economy and business travelers.

The hub carrier’s pricing decisions in the hub-to-spoke and spoke-to-

hub markets of airport pair i are likely to be interdependent. Hub-to-spoke

travelers fly to their destination on the same flights as returning spoke-to-hub

travelers and vice versa. Thus, ignoring time-of-day issues, the hub carrier’s

costs of servicing each directional market is likely to depend upon the total

volume of travelers flying between the two airports, Qi = Qi1 + Qi2. This

implies that demand and supply factors that affect the volume of travelers in

one directional market determines the hub carrier’s marginal cost function in

the other directional market, and hence its pricing decision in that market.

For this reason, I assume that Xi1 = Xi2 = Xi in estimating equations (2.4)

and (2.5). Note that the number and identity of carriers servicing the hub-to-
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spoke market is necessarily the same as the number and identity of carriers in

the spoke-to-hub market, although the impact of that competition on the hub

carrier’s pricing decision may differ across the markets.

It is important to realize the limitations in interpreting these reduced

form coefficients. First, the reduced-form model makes it difficult to give

specific economic meaning to the relationship between fare and the indepen-

dent variables. Second, the model does not control for some rather important

unobserved heterogeneity because many factors of quality and cost are not

observed. Because of economies of density and scheduling economies in hub

airport pairs, it seems likely that the unobserved heterogeneity is correlated

with the vector Xi. If this is true then estimation of βd and αd may be biased.

Later in the paper I explore a partial solution to this problem with model

which exploits within-airport pair variation.

2.3.2 Descriptive Results: Exogenous Shifters

In this section, I define the exogenous demand and supply factors that

determine hub carrier’s pricing decisions in the directional markets of an air-

port pair. Most of the variables which comprise vector Xi are similar to those

used in the literature: airport shares, distance, and population. In addition

I include proxy variables for the mix of economy and business travelers in an

origin-destination market. These variables were defined in the entry model

section.

The measures of business demand are again important in analyzing
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fares. As discussed earlier, since business travelers are often willing to pay

a premium for flexible itineraries carriers exploit this fact by charging higher

fares for tickets purchased without advance notice, that involve no weekend

stay, and are fully refundable. Thus, the composition of demand is likely to be

an important determinant of fares, and can help explain differences between

fares in hub-to-spoke and spoke-to-hub markets of an airport pair. Thus I

use the same measures of business demand described with the entry model:

Hub-to-Spoke Business i and Spoke-to-Hub Business i. These two variables are

proxies for the composition of demand in the hub-to-spoke and spoke-to-hub

markets of airport i.

It is well known that airport dominance leads to higher fares. In par-

ticular, fares in markets that originate or terminate in hub airports tend to

be higher than fares in spoke-to-spoke markets. The hub carrier clearly en-

joys several advantages over its rivals that could help explain why it is able to

charge higher fares in its hub-to-spoke and spoke-to-hub markets. The main

advantages are more flights and better schedules due to control of slots and

gates during peak times. Furthermore, the hub carrier can leverage these ad-

vantages through its frequent flyer program to lock in travelers, particularly

business travelers, that live in the area surrounding the hub airport. As a

result, it can charge higher fares. (See Borenstein(1989) or Levine (1987) for

an extensive discussion of why airport dominance can raise fares.) However,

previous empirical studies have typically not distinguished hub-to-spoke and

spoke-to-hub markets of an airport pair, aggregating them into a single market,
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and measuring the hub carrier’s dominance as a weighted average of its hub

and spoke airport shares. Yet the hub carrier’s advantages may differ across

these two kinds of markets. Its frequent flyer program may be more attractive

to hub-to-spoke travelers than spoke-to-hub travelers. Consequently, the im-

pact of the hub carrier’s hub airport share on hub-to-spoke and spoke-to-hub

fares may differ from that of the hub carrier’s spoke airport share. The hub

carrier’s market power in the hub-to-spoke and spoke-to-hub markets of an

airport pair may also depend upon the distribution of its rivals airport shares

at the associated hub and spoke airports.

Some additional notation is required to define the airport share vari-

ables. Let k index a carrier. Carrier k’s share at the hub airport of airport

pair i is denoted by Hub Airport Shareki. The variable is indexed by i because

it is calculated as carrier k’s share of the total number of passengers who fly

from the hub airport to any airport (not just the spoke airports in the sam-

ple) except for the spoke airport of airport pair i. The spoke airport share

of carrier k, Spoke Airport Shareki, is defined in a similar way. I omit the

carrier k passenger volumes in the hub-to-spoke and spoke-to-hub markets of

airport pair i in calculating the carrier’s airport shares for these markets to

avoid potential endogeneity issues.

I define three measures of the competition faced by a hub carrier in

hub-to-spoke and spoke-to-hub markets of airport pair i. The variable Comp.

Hub Airport Share i is a weighted average of the hub airport shares of the hub

carrier’s rivals. The weights are the rival carriers’ shares of the hub-to-spoke
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market of airport pair i, rescaled so that they sum to one. The variable Comp.

Spoke Airport Share i is defined in a similar way. The variable Discount Share i

is the geometric mean of the total airport share of all low-cost carriers at the

hub and spoke airports of airport pair i. Even if low-cost carriers do not fly

between the airports of airport pair i, the threat of their entry may force the

hub carrier to keep fares low.

The final supply side variable is a cost variable, Distance i. This variable

was described earlier. The variables Hub Population i and Spoke Population i

are demand-side variables that are proxies for, respectively, the size of the hub-

to-spoke and spoke-to-hub markets of airport pair i. The former is the sum of

the populations of the metropolitan statistical areas (MSAs) surrounding the

hub city and the latter is the sum of the populations of the MSAs surrounding

the spoke airport. In cases where more than one airport services an area, the

population for a given airport was the enplanement weighted share of the

population of the surrounding MSAs. The population figures are drawn from

the U.S. Census Bureau.

2.3.3 Estimation Results

I turn next to a discussion of the estimates of the reduced form model

reported in Table 2.3. As discussed in the model section, these results must

be taken with the caveat that the estimation of the coefficients may be biased

if unobserved heterogeneity (e.g. marginal cost and quality) is correlated with

the vector of independent variables.
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Table 2.3: Oligopoly Markets (FGLS) Cross-Section

hub-to-spoke spoke-to-hub
log(mean fare) log(vol) log(mean fare) log(vol)

Hub Airport Share .482 1.692 .381 1.128
(.095)∗∗ (.307)∗∗ (.091)∗∗ (.301)∗∗

Spoke Airport Share .041 -.289 .149 -.036
(.061) (.197) (.058)∗ (.193)

Comp. Hub Airport Share -.6 .298 -.228 .584
(.201)∗∗ (.648) (.191) (.635)

Comp. Spoke Airport Share -.024 -1.851 -.047 -1.589
(.057) (.182)∗∗ (.054) (.179)∗∗

Spoke-to-Hub Business -1.75 6.925 -1.488 6.26
(.204)∗∗ (.659)∗∗ (.194)∗∗ (.646)∗∗

Hub-to-Spoke Business 1.186 -2.007 .919 -1.418
(.222)∗∗ (.716)∗∗ (.211)∗∗ (.702)∗

Hub Population .064 1.294 -.011 .975
(.047) (.15)∗∗ (.044) (.147)∗∗

Spoke Population -.143 5.331 .105 5.515
(.09) (.289)∗∗ (.085) (.283)∗∗

Discount Share (Geo Mean) -4.716 9.07 -4.226 10.04
(.421)∗∗ (1.356)∗∗ (.4)∗∗ (1.329)∗∗

ln(Distance) .318 -.536 .255 -.549
(.017)∗∗ (.054)∗∗ (.016)∗∗ (.053)∗∗

Constant 3.252 9.363 3.553 9.585
(.158)∗∗ (.509)∗∗ (.15)∗∗ (.499)∗∗

R2 .337 .486 .278 .481

Observations are 1274 oligopoly markets.
Standard errors are in parenthesis.
* Significant at 5%
** Significant at 1%
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The coefficients on the Hub-to-Spoke Business Proportion and Spoke-

to-Hub Business Proportion variables are remarkable. An increase in the

Hub-to-Spoke Business Proportion of travelers raises the hub carriers fares in

hub-to-spoke and spoke-to-hub markets, and decreases passenger volumes in

these markets. A one standard deviation (4.1%) increase in the proportion

of Hub-to-Spoke Business passengers leads to a 4.8% increase in hub-to-spoke

fares (and an 8% decrease in passenger volume) and a 3.8% increase in spoke-

to-hub fares (and a 6.5% decrease in passenger volume). These percentage

increases are approximately $24 and $17 respectively. The results for the

hub-to-spoke markets are not too surprising. If hub-to-spoke passengers, es-

pecially the business passengers, are more loyal to the hub carrier because of

institutions such as the frequent flyer program, then the hub carrier may find

it optimal to raise fares and lower volumes in hub-to-spoke markets with more

“captive” business travelers. But, the increase in spoke-to-hub fares can only

be explained in terms of a spillover effect. Apparently, the increase in hub-

to-spoke fares raises the opportunity cost of selling a seat to the spoke-to-hub

travelers.

By contrast, an increase in the Spoke-to-Hub Business Proportion of

travelers decreases fares and increases volumes in hub-to-spoke and spoke-to-

hub markets. A one standard deviation, or 4.4%, increase in the proportion of

Spoke-to-Hub Business passengers leads to a 7.7% ($37) decrease in hub-to-

spoke fares and a 30% increase in hub-to-spoke volumes. The same percentage

increase decreases fares in the hub-to-spoke market by 6.5% ($29) and passen-
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ger volume by 6.2%. At first glance, these results may appear counter-intuitive.

An increase in the share of business travelers in a spoke-to-hub market should,

ceteris paribus, raises prices in that market. My explanation, confirmed in

chapter one, is that market structure is not constant across airport pairs, but

is correlated with the share of business travelers in spoke-to-hub markets. In

particular, I show that airport pairs with higher shares of business travelers

in the spoke-to-hub market attract more entry. Since carriers who enter the

spoke-to-hub market of an airport pair also enter the hub-to-spoke market of

that pair, competition is stronger and fares are lower in airport pairs with

higher shares of business travelers in spoke-to-hub markets.

In both the hub-to-spoke and the spoke-to-hub markets, the Hub Air-

port Share has a larger impact upon the hub carrier’s fares than the Spoke

Airport Share. In fact, for hub-to-spoke travelers, it appears that the Spoke

Airport Share has no effect on the level of the fare as the coefficient is not sig-

nificantly different from zero. In contrast, for spoke-to-hub travelers, the Spoke

Airport Share does have an affect which is significant at the 5% level. A one-

standard deviation increase of 11% in the Hub Airport Share(e.g. comparing

a hub where the hub carrier has a 40% share of origin passengers with a hub

where the hub carrier has a 51% share of origin passengers) increases the hub

carrier’s fares in the hub-to-spoke market by nearly 4.5% (about $22) and its

hub-to-spoke volumes by 30%. With the same change, the hub carrier’s fares

in the spoke-to-hub market increase by about 3.3%. This is larger than the

1.6% increase in spoke-to-hub fares that would occur if the hub carrier’s Spoke
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Airport Share increased by 11%. Thus, the hub carrier’s hub airport share has

a substantially larger impact on fares in both hub-to-spoke and spoke-to-hub

markets that its spoke airport share. (An f-test of equality of the coefficients

on spoke and hub airport share is easily rejected in both the hub-to-spoke and

spoke-to-hub markets at the usual confidence levels.) This result is interesting

because previous researchers have typically used an arithmetic mean of the

hub and spoke airport shares to measure the hub carrier’s airport presence in

an airport pair.

Competition at the hub airport also has a larger impact on fares than

competition at the spoke airport. Comp. Hub Airport Share significantly

lowers the hub carrier’s fares in the hub-to-spoke but the impact of the Comp.

Spoke Airport Share is essentially zero. The same pattern holds for the hub

carrier’s fares in the spoke-to-hub market.

Any cost shifter should raise price and lower quantity. This is indeed

the case for the variable DirectDistance. The presence of a discount carrier in

both the hub and spoke airports lowers fares in hub-to-spoke and spoke-to-hub

markets. This is consistent with the hub carrier responding to entry or threat

of entry by offering lower fares.
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2.4 Reduced Form Model of Supply and Demand - Vari-
ation Within airport pairs

2.4.1 Estimated Model

In the model developed in the previous section, unobserved airport-

pair characteristics such as cost and quality may have been correlated with

the vector of independent variables. In this section, I develop a model which

allows me to measure the asymmetry in hub-to-spoke and spoke-to-hub market

power in a way that is unbiased by this unobserved airport pair heterogeneity.

My basic approach is to exploit the variation between directional markets of

hub-and-spoke airport pairs to identify the effect of the hub carrier’s airport

shares in hub and spoke airports on its price-cost margins in the two markets.

The crucial assumption is that, for each airport pair, the marginal cost and

product quality in the hub-to-spoke market are the same as the marginal cost

and product quality in the spoke-to-hub market. Hence, fare differences in

the directional markets is a measure of the hub carrier’s market power (i.e.,

price-cost margin) in the hub-to-spoke market relative to its market power in

the spoke-to-hub market.

The main benefit of my approach is that I do not have to estimate a

structural model of demand and supply. Modifying equations (2.4) and (2.5),

I assume that

ηid = ωi + εid (2.6)

υid = ϕi + ξid (2.7)
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where εid and ξid terms are i.i.d. random errors with zero mean and finite

variance. The terms ωi and ϕi include unobserved factors (fixed-effects) such

as costs and scheduling which do not vary by point of origin within an airport

pair but have a similar impact on fares and route shares in both the hub-

to-spoke and spoke-to-hub markets of airport pair i. (e.g. marginal cost).

The errors for the hub-to-spoke fares and route share equations are allowed to

be correlated with the errors from the spoke-to-hub fare and passenger route

share equations.

If E[X ′
idηid] 6= 0 or E[X ′

idυid] 6= 0 then GLS yields biased estimates

of the reduced form parameters. However, a fixed-effects model will remove

this bias. Taking differences in both the directional fare and route share level

equations yields:

ln(Pi1/Pi2) = β̃Xi +4εi (2.8)

ln(Qi1/Qi2) = α̃Xi +4ξi (2.9)

where 4 is just the difference operator, β̃ = (β1 − β2), and α̃ = (α1 − α2).

Differencing removes the effects of ωi and ϕi, and as a result, the necessary

orthogonality condition now holds for equations (2.8) and (2.9): E[Xi′4ε] = 0.

E[Xi′ 4 ξ] = 0.

Equations (2.8) and (2.9) may be estimated by OLS. I use a Hausman test to

determine whether ωi or ϕi are correlated with Xi.

Equation (2.8) says that the log of the ratio of a carrier’s directional

fare-markups-over cost between hub-to-spoke and spoke-to-hub cities is a func-
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tion of the vector Xi. If the hub-to-spoke and spoke-to-hub markets of airport

pair i are perfectly competitive, or if they are monopoly markets with similar

demands, then ln(Pi1/Pi2) should be equal to zero. A positive value of the

ratio implies that the hub carrier has a higher price-cost margin in the hub-

to-spoke market than in the spoke-to-hub market. Thus, it is a measure of the

hub carrier’s market power in the hub-to-spoke market relative to its power in

the spoke-to-hub market.

Equation (2.9) says that the log of the ratio of a carrier’s passenger

shares between hub-to-spoke and spoke-to-hub cities is a function of the vector

Xi. Again, if hub-to-spoke and spoke-to-hub markets of airport pair i are

perfectly competitive, or if they are monopoly markets with similar demands,

then ln(Qi1/Qi2) should differ by a magnitude related only to population. A

positive value of the ratio implies that the hub carrier has a higher market

share in the hub-to-spoke market than in the spoke-to-hub market. These

results should be can be viewed with the results in the first chapter to see how

market share, competition and prices interact.

2.4.2 Estimation Results

Table 2.4 reports the OLS estimates of the hub carrier’s fare and market

share regressions with airport pair fixed effects. Recall that the dependent

variable in the fare regression is the log of the ratio of the average hub-to-

spoke fare to the average spoke-to-hub fare. The dependent variable in the

market share regression is the log of the hub carrier’s market shares in hub-
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to-spoke and spoke-to-hub markets. I include the results of this regression

in order to compare my results to those obtained by Borenstein. Table 2.3

reports the GLS estimates of the reduced form model without airport pair

fixed effects.

Table 2.4: Oligopoly Markets - (OLS) Fixed Effects Model

ln ln ln ln(
mean h-s fare
mean s-h fare

) (
75% h-s fare
75% s-h fare

) (
25% h-s fare
25% s-h fare

) (
mean h-s rt shr
mean s-h rt shr

)
Hub Airport Share .125 .224 .04 .222

(.024)∗∗ (.106)∗ (.051) (.095)∗

Spoke Airport Share -.159 -.235 -.002 -1.217
(.037)∗∗ (.064)∗∗ (.031) (.059)∗∗

Comp. Hub Share -.400 -.401 -.295 -.989
(.124)∗∗ (.214) (.102)∗∗ (.189)∗∗

Comp. Spoke Share -.009 -.025 .023 .257
(.035) (.059) (.028) (.053)∗∗

Spoke-to-Hub Bus. -.094 .02 -.052 .22
(.128) (.217) (.103) (.192)

Hub-to-Spoke Bus. .229 .406 .073 -.203
(.139)∗ (.182)∗ (.11) (.201)

Hub Population .057 .089 .025 -.015
(.029)∗∗ (.032)∗∗ (.015) (.028)

Spoke Population -.030 -.008 -.019 .011
(.057) (.028) (.013) (.025)

constant .019 .042 .033 .562
(.061) (.102) (.049) (.163)∗∗

R2 .151 .075 .032 .403
Hausman Test 42.35 36.25 34.78

Observations are 1274 oligopoly airport pairs.
Standard errors are in parenthesis.
* Significant at 5%
** Significant at 1%

The airport pair fixed effects removes all variation across airport pairs.
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The advantage of this model is that it removes the potential bias caused by

unobserved factors (e.g., factors affecting marginal costs) that vary across

airport pairs but are correlated with the regressors. The disadvantage is that

one can only measure the effects of regressors upon fares and route shares

in hub-to-spoke markets relative to fares and route shares in spoke-to-hub

markets, and not on fare levels directly. Therefore , it is important to test

for the necessity for including airport pair fixed effects. I test the hypothesis

H0 : E(X′
iωi) = 0 and H0 : E(X′

iϕi) = 0

using a Hausman test that is based upon the estimates reported in

tables 2.4 and 2.31. The value for the chi-square statistic is reported at the

bottom of Table 2.4. It is equal to 42.35, which is well above the one percent

critical value of 20.09. Thus, the null hypothesis is clearly rejected, so one

needs to interpret the results reported in Table 2.3 with some caution.

I first discuss the fare regressions in the fixed effects model. The Hub

Airport Share and Spoke Airport Share have opposite effects on the ratio of the

mean hub-to-spoke to mean spoke-to-hub fares. The coefficient for Hub Air-

port Share indicates that the ratio of fares increases by 0.1% for a 1% increase

in the hub carriers share of hub-airport origin traffic. Thus, a one-standard

deviation change of 11% in the hub carrier’s Hub Airport Share increases the

mean fare in hub-to-spoke markets relative to the mean fare in spoke-to-hub

markets by 1.2%. Evaluated at sample means, this change is equivalent to

1Formally, the test statistic is w=[β∗SUR−(βFE)]∗ [v̂ar(β∗SUR)− v̂ar(βFE)]−1 ∗ [(β∗SUR)−
(βFE)] where β∗SUR = (β1,SUR − β2,SUR). I find w=42.35 > 20.09 = χ2

α=0.01(8)
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approximately $6. As theory would predict, an increase in the hub carrier’s

Spoke Airport Share pulls the ratio in the opposite direction. An 11% increase

in the Spoke Airport Share decreases the fare ratios by 1.7%. A t-test of the

hypothesis that the sum of the coefficients on the Hub Airport Share and Spoke

Airport Share is zero can not be rejected at any reasonable level.

It is informative to make some comparative statics around the mean

values of the regressors. At the mean values of the regressors, the hub-spoke

fares are about 7% or about $34 higher than the spoke-hub fares. However

if we consider all of the other regressors at the mean levels but equalize the

hub carriers’ hub and origin airport concentration at 40% then the difference

between hub-spoke and spoke-hub fares is reduced to just under two percent or

about $8. This difference is approximately $26 on a round-trip ticket. Thus

it appears that a large portion of the observed variation in directional fares is

coming from the difference in concentration between the hub and spoke origin

airports. It should also be noted that in the extreme case where hub-spoke

passengers are receiving frequent flyer travel rewards with the hub carrier

while spoke-hub business passengers do not that this fare premium simply

accounts for the hidden costs of obtaining the reward. For the mean sample

trip distance, a traveler would need to take 11.4 round-trip flights in order to

receive a free trip at the 25,000 mile level. Paying a premium of $26 for each

fare means that after 11.4 flights, the passenger would pay a premium total

just over $300 which is well under the price of the mean round-trip fare.

How do my results compare to those obtained by Borenstein (1989)? He
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aggregates the directional markets within each airport pair, and his measure of

a carrier’s airport presence is the arithmetic mean of the carrier’s airport shares

of the origin and destination airports. For the hub carrier, this assumption

implies that variation in hub and spoke airport shares affects both hub-to-spoke

and spoke-to-hub fares in the same manner. For example, if the hub carrier has

a 53% share of hub-to-spoke traffic and a 16% share of spoke-to-hub traffic,

this assumption implies that hub-to-spoke and spoke-to-hub passengers pay

the same fare. By contrast, I find that hub-to-spoke fares are 7% higher than

spoke-to-hub fares using the above percentages for the hub carrier’s hub and

spoke airport shares. Borenstein finds that, ceteris paribus, increasing either

the hub or spoke airport share of the hub carrier by 22% would generate a 1.4%

increase in both the hub-to-spoke and spoke-to-hub fares. By comparison, I

find that a 22% increase in the hub carrier’s hub airport share, holding its

spoke airport share constant, generates a 2.4% increase in hub-to-spoke fares

relative to spoke-to-hub fares. To the extent that an increase in hub airport

share may also increase spoke-to-hub fares, this is a lower bound estimate for

the total effect of an increase in airport presence upon hub-to-spoke fares.

The above estimates of the impact of the hub carrier’s airport shares on

hub-to-spoke and spoke-to-hub fares controls for differences in the composition

of demand in the directional markets. The magnitude of the effects of the

business proportion variable also varies by direction of travel. An increase in

the Hub-to-Spoke Business proportion increases the hub-to-spoke fares relative

to spoke-to-hub fares. More precisely, a one-standard deviation change in
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the Hub-to-Spoke Business proportion generates a 1.2% increase in hub-to-

spoke fares relative to spoke-to-hub fares. While this increase is statistically

significant, it is economically small, about $5. An increase in the Spoke-to-Hub

Business proportion has essentially no impact on the ratio of hub-to-spoke and

spoke-to-hub fares.

As one would expect, the effects of airport concentration on the ratio

of hub-to-spoke to spoke-to-hub fares are greater for fares at the upper end

of the fare distribution and much smaller at the lower end of the distribution.

The coefficient for Hub Airport Share indicates that the ratio of third-quartile

fares increases by 0.2% for a 1% increase in the hub carriers share of hub-

airport origin traffic. Thus, a one-standard deviation change of 11% in the

hub carrier’s Hub Airport Share increases the third-quartile fare in hub-to-

spoke markets relative to the third-quartile fare in spoke-to-hub markets by

2.5%. Evaluated at sample means, this change is equivalent to approximately

$12. An 11% increase in the Spoke Airport Share decreases the third-quartile

fare ratios by 2.6%. A t-test of the hypothesis that the sum of the coefficients

on the Hub Airport Share and Spoke Airport Share is zero can not be rejected

at any reasonable level. Increased airport presence in the hub and spoke

airports have no significant affect on the ratio of hub-to-spoke to spoke-to-hub

first-quartile fares.

The last column of Table 2.4 examines the impact of airport dominance

on the ratio of the hub carrier’s markets shares in hub-to-spoke and spoke

hub markets. Borenstein (1991) estimated a similar equation to show that
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differences in the hub carrier’s share of hub and spoke airports increased the

hub carrier’s market power in hub-to-spoke markets relative to spoke-to-hub

markets. I relax his assumption that only the difference in airport shares

matters and allow origin and destination airport shares to have different effects

on the ratio of market shares. An increase in the Hub Airport Share increases

the hub carrier’s market share of hub-to-spoke markets relative to spoke-to-

hub markets. Similarly, an increase in Spoke Airport Share ratio increases

the hub carrier’s market share of spoke-to-hub markets relative to hub-to-

spoke markets. However, the impact of the increase in spoke airport shares

is much stronger than the effect of an increase in hub airport share. Note

that an increase in the concentration in the airport shares of the hub carriers’

rivals has the opposite effects. An increase in the Competitor’s Hub Airport

Share decreases the hub carrier’s market share in hub-to-spoke markets relative

to spoke-to-hub markets, and an increase in the Competitor’s Spoke Airport

Share decreases the hub carrier’s market share in spoke-to-hub markets relative

to hub-to-spoke markets. The business-demand variables have essentially no

impact on the ratio of the hub carrier’s market shares in hub-to-spoke and

spoke-to-hub markets.

2.5 Conclusion

This paper examines hub carriers’ ability to exercise market power

in hub-to-spoke and spoke-to-hub markets. Exploiting across-airport-pair and

within-airport-pair variation, I reject the null hypothesis that the hub carriers’
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pricing is symmetric in hub-to-spoke and spoke-to-hub markets.

The results demonstrate that the hub carrier’s hub-to-spoke and spoke-

to-hub fares and volumes are higher in airport pairs with a higher proportion

of hub-to-spoke business travelers but are lower in airport pairs with a higher

proportion of spoke-to-hub business travelers. In chapter one, I observed that

an increase in the proportion of business travelers in hub-to-spoke markets

does not affect competition by rival carriers. In this chapter I find that the

hub carrier is able to respond to the increase by raising fares in both hub-

to-spoke and spoke-to-hub markets. By contrast, the hub carrier does not

capture all economic rents from an increased proportion of spoke-to-hub busi-

ness travelers. In chapter one I found that competitors increase entry with this

spoke-to-hub change in demand composition. In the chapter I find that the

hub carrier’s fares are lower in both hub-to-spoke and spoke-to-hub markets.

I use the differences in the hub carrier’s airport shares in the hub and

spoke airports to measure the impact of a carrier’s airport dominance on fares.

By using the variation between hub-to-spoke and spoke-to-hub markets within

airport pairs, I control for unobserved cost and quality factors that vary across

airport pairs and are likely to be correlated with airport shares. I find that

the difference in airport shares can explain most of the differences in the hub

carrier’s fares in hub-to-spoke and spoke-to-hub markets. The hub premium

that the hub carrier earns in hub-to-spoke markets can be interpreted as rents

from marketing programs such as frequent flyer programs.
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Chapter 3

Price Discrimination and Market Power

with R. Preston McAfee, Hugo Mialon, and Sue Mialon.1

Price discrimination is commonly viewed as an indication of market

power. Disadvantaged buyers, who realize that a firm is charging them a

higher, and seemingly more profitable, price than it is charging similar buy-

ers for the same good, are naturally given to protest and accuse the firm of

monopoly. Economists, on the other hand, have a less emotional reason to

view price discrimination as indicative of market power. In a competitive

market, price equals marginal cost. Wherever there is price discrimination, at

least one of the prices deviates from marginal cost. Therefore, if there is price

discrimination, there must be market power (see, for example, Varian, 1989,

and Stole, 2003). Antitrust scholars have employed similar logic:

Persistent price discrimination is very good evidence of market power

because it is inconsistent with a competitive market; it implies that some

consumers are paying more than the cost of serving them, a situation that

would disappear with competition. (Posner,1990, p. 63)

1Preston McAfee, Humanities and Social Sciences, California Institute of Technology,
Pasadena, CA 91125 (preston@mcafee.cc); Hugo Mialon and Sue Mialon, Department of
Economics, Emory University, Atlanta, GA 30322
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Policy makers are inevitably tempted to infer from logic of this

kind that price discrimination and market power are strongly positively cor-

related, i.e., high price discrimination indicates high market power, while low

price discrimination indicates low market power. Thus, they tend to impose

antitrust remedies when they find evidence of highly discriminatory price struc-

tures, and to dismiss antitrust charges when they find that price structures

are relatively uniform2.

The purpose of this paper is to study the extent to which price discrim-

ination is a faithful indicator of the extent of market power. In the first part

of the paper, we propose a Hotelling price-competition model, involving a mo-

nopolist selling a product differentiated from that of a competitive fringe. We

provide plausible conditions under which measured price discrimination is low

while market power can be high, and plausible conditions under which price

discrimination is high while market power is low, thus severing any theoretical

connection between the strength of price discrimination and that of market

power.

Several authors have claimed that price discrimination can exist with-

2See, for example, Coal Exporters Ass’n v. U.S., 745 F.2d 76, 91 (D.C. Cir. 1984) (“it is
well established that the ability of a firm to price discriminate is an indicator of significant
market power”); and U.S. v. Eastman Kodak Co., 63 F.3d 95, 106 & n.6 (2nd Cir. 1995)
(“The theory that price discrimination is one of the indicia of market power. . . has received
acceptance in the academic community). In the case of U.S. v. Microsoft, expert witnesses
for the government repeatedly testified that substantial price discrimination in OS prices
to Microsoft’s principal customers, computer manufacturers, is an indicator of Microsoft’s
considerable market power (see part C, sections 38.2 and 38.3, of U.S. v. Microsoft: Proposed
Findings of Fact, at http://www.usdoj.gov/atr/cases/f2600/2613a htm.htm).
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out market power. To show this, they extend the basic model of price discrimi-

nation in different directions. Locay (1992) introduces group purchases, Levine

(2002) introduces common costs, and Dana (1998) introduces information dif-

ferences and advance purchase discounts. However, information differences

give rise to market power, and differences in product offerings are not nec-

essarily price discrimination. Strictly speaking, price discrimination cannot

occur without market power.

In a recent symposium, Baker (2003), Baumol and Swanson (2003),

Hurdle and McFarland (2003), Klein and Wiley (2003a, 2003b) and Ward

(2003) address the relationship between price discrimination and long-run mar-

ket power. Price discrimination can arise in markets without entry barriers

where firms have no long run market power, as long as they have short run

market power. Consider a Cournot model where firms are quantity-competing

over a homogeneous good in several distinct segments of a market with a fixed

production cost but no entry barriers. In this setting, entry eventually drives

long-run economic profits and market power to zero, but the fixed entry cost

nevertheless guarantees short-run market power, prices above marginal cost,

and distinct equilibrium prices in different market segments (see Stole, 2003,

section 3.2, for an elegant discussion of this model).

Thus, price discrimination is not a good proxy for long-run market

power. The analysis in this paper implies that price discrimination is not a

good proxy for the extent of short-run market power either. While economists

may be more concerned with the long run, the short-run often matters greatly
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for antitrust authorities and the public.

In the second part of the paper, we provide evidence that price dis-

crimination is not positively correlated with market power in the US airlines

industry. In fact, in the sample of hub-to-spoke airport pairs that we analyze,

we find that price discrimination by hub carriers is generally higher in the

spoke-to-hub markets, where the market power of hub carriers is lower, than

in the hub-to-spoke markets, where their market power is higher. Thus price

discrimination and market power are negatively correlated in the U.S. airlines

industry, which confirms empirically the possibility raised by our theoretical

finding.

3.1 Theory

The model’s actors are a discriminating monopolist and numerous com-

petitive fringe firms. Customers are uniformly located on the [0,2] segment.

The monopolist is located at xm = 2, while the competitive fringe is located at

the other end of the segment, i.e. xf = 2, . A firm must incur transportation

cost C(x) to serve a customer located at a distance x from it.3

Given that the prices of fringe firms, pf , are set at the competitive

level, C(2 − x), the monopolist’s profit-maximizing prices solve the following

program:

3One can interpret the [0,2] segment as physical or characteristic space., and as the costs
of shipping the product to customers located at different points in physical space or the
costs of tailoring it to customers located at different points in characteristic space.
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max
p

p− C(x) s.t. p ≤ pf = C(2− x) (3.1)

The resulting set of optimal prices is

pm =

{
C(2− x) if C(x) ≤ C(2− x)
C(2− x) + ε otherwise

(3.2)

for any ε > 0. In equilibrium, the monopolist supplies half of the market, i.e.,

x∗m = 1.

This model is an appropriate vehicle for looking at the connection be-

tween price discrimination and market power because it allows a distinction

between price differences due to cost differences and price differences due to

differences in market power.4

The measure of the mean mark-up (market power) of the monopolist

is:

µ =

∫ 1

0

C(2− x)− C(x)dF (x) (3.3)

How much price discrimination is a lot of price discrimination? Con-

sider the definition of the extent of price discrimination that is the standard

deviation of markups:

4Variations of this model are common in the literature on spatial discrimination (see, for
example, Tirole, 2002, p. 140).
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σ =

√∫ 1

0

(C(2− x)− C(x))2dF (x)− (

∫ 1

0

(C(2− x)− C(x))dF (x))2 (3.4)

This measure of price discrimination makes the conventional wisdom

true—an increase in market power (µ) through a scalar γ will generally go

with an increase in price discrimination:

σ(γ) =

√∫ 1

0

(γC(2− x)− γC(x))2dF (x)− (
∫ 1

0

(γC(2− x)− γC(x))dF (x))2 (3.5)

= γ

√∫ 1

0

(C(2− x)− C(x))2dF (x)− (
∫ 1

0

(C(2− x)− C(x))dF (x))2 = γσ

However, the definition of price discrimination as the standard devia-

tion in the markups makes price discrimination increase with inflation, a flaw

in the definition. To overcome this problem, we can measure price discrim-

ination in percent—how much do prices vary relative to the average prices?

Specifically, we use the coefficient of variation (CV) of markups, which is the

standard deviation of markups divided by the mean markup to measure the

level of price discrimination:

CV =
σ

µ
=

√√√√ ∫ 1

0
(C(2− x)− C(x))2dF (x)

(
∫ 1

0
(C(2− x)− C(x))dF (x))2

(3.6)

This definition of the extent of price discrimination has advantages. It

is invariant to linear transformations of the cost function, so an increase in

the price level does not affect the measured extent of price discrimination. It
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is invariant to an increase in costs that are fully passed on to consumers. For

any scaling factor γ > 0,

CV (γ) =

√√√√ ∫ 1

0
(γC(2− x)− γC(x))2dF (x)

(
∫ 1

0
(γC(2− x)− γC(x))dF (x))2

− 1 (3.7)

=

√√√√ ∫ 1

0
(C(2− x)− C(x))2dF (x)

(
∫ 1

0
(C(2− x)− C(x))dF (x))2

= CV (3.8)

On the other hand, the mean mark-up µ changes as the level of γ

changes. In particular, µ is an increasing function of γ:

µ(γ) =

∫ 1

0

γC(2− x)− γC(x)dF (x) = γµ (3.9)

Therefore, for a given level of price-discrimination (constant CV), the

mean mark-up can be low or high depending on the level of γ. As µ −→ 0, the

monopolist’s mark-up diminishes while the level of price-discrimination—the

variation in markups—remains the same. Figure 1 illustrates the effect for a

linear cost function.

Any linear reduction in cost reduces the mark-up proportionally, but

not the CV, because the CV measures dispersion relative to the level of the

mean mark-up. A decrease in the mark-up also decreases price dispersion. But

the decrease in the dispersion in prices is exactly the same as the decrease in

the mean mark-up, so that relative price dispersion is intact.
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Figure 3.1: Price Discrimination Remains the Same as Market Power Becomes
Smaller

The parameter γ can be interpreted as the degree of substitutability

between the products of the monopolist and the fringe. If customers located

near the monopolist prefer the monopolist’s product over the fringe’s product

only a little more than do customers located near the fringe, i.e., customers

are almost identical, then the fringe incurs almost the same cost to tailor its

product to the customers near the monopolist as it incurs to tailor its product

to customers right next store. This would naturally reduce the monopolist’s

power to set price above cost. On the other hand, if the fringe finds it more

costly to tailor its own product to the characteristics of customers located near
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the monopolist, i.e., customers are very distinct in their tastes, then γ is larger

and the monopolist is able to charge a price with a higher mark-up for any

given level of price-discrimination.

As consumers become more identical, market power vanishes while price

discrimination remains large. It is also possible for profits to remain large while

price discrimination vanishes. To see this, consider an industry where firms

have access to more than one cost technology. Firms can optimize production

by choosing a convex combination of technologies that minimizes the cost of

production with respect to the level of output. For simplicity, assume that two

types of technologies are available, c1(x) and c2(x). A firm’s cost minimization

problem is characterized by C(x) = min{c1(x), c2(x)} . Suppose there exists

a level of output x ≥ 0 that induces the following cost minimization behavior

by firms:

C(x) =

{
c1(x) : x ≤ 0
c2(x) : x > 0

(3.10)

Figure 2 illustrates a case where the first technology, c1(x), is increasing

in the shipping distance x, and increasing at an increasing rate, that is c
′
1(x) ≥

0 and c
”

1(x) ≥ 0; the second technology, c2(x), corresponds to a flat fee to ship

anywhere on the segment; and x = 1.

This shape of the cost function has a natural interpretation in physical

space. To reach the customers located beyond some point (for example, out-

of-city), the firm will find it better to use a flat fee courier service (e.g. Federal
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Figure 3.2: Convex Combination of Technologies

Express) than incurring the rapidly increasing shipping costs associated with

its own shipping method.

If the shipping cost associated with the firm’s own technology does not

rise as rapidly as customers are located further away, then price discrimination

will be lower, while market power remains very high. Figure 3 illustrates the

effect, with two cost technologies for “nearby” customers, c11(x) and c12(x),

where the former is flatter than the latter over a longer output range.

The decrease in shipping cost c1(x) from c12(x) to c11(x) for all x

does not change the monopolist’s pricing schedule (it is still the flat sched-
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Figure 3.3: Power Remains High as Price Discrimination Becomes Smaller

ule c2(2 − x)). But as the shipping cost decreases, the monopolist’s mean

mark-up increases. Moreover, as the cost function flattens out for a wider

range, customers further away from the firm are able to enjoy the firm’s ser-

vice at nearer the same rate as customers located nearby. Thus, the standard

deviation in mark-ups also decreases. Since the mean markup-up increases

and the variation in mark-ups decreases, price discrimination, as measured by

the CV, decreases. In the limit, as price discrimination vanishes, market power

remains very high.

Thus, depending on the shape of the cost function for the firm and for
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the rival competitive industry, a high degree of price discrimination may be

associated with a high or low degree of market power. Similarly, a low degree

of price discrimination may be associated with either a high are low degree

of market power. Thus, theory alone cannot correlate the extent of market

power with the extent of price discrimination. We now investigate whether

the extent of price discrimination is a good indicator of market power in the

airline industry, and find that it is not.

3.2 Evidence

In this section, we use data from the US airline industry in the year 2000

to explore the empirical relationship between price discrimination and market

power. We use a sample of hub and spoke airport pairs that was analyzed in

Chapters one and two. An airport was defined as a “hub airport” if the total

number of passengers that used the airport exceeded one million, the dominant

carrier at the airport had at least a 20 percent share of all passengers whose

point of origin was the airport, and at least 15 percent of its passengers flying

in or out of the airport were connecting passengers.

Nineteen airports in the sample qualified as hubs. Only one carrier

is dominant at each of these hubs, but a carrier is sometimes dominant at

more than one hub. The sample comprises a total of seven dominant carriers:

American, Continental, Delta, Northwest, TWA, United, and US Airways.

These are called the “hub carriers.” An airport that is not a hub airport but is

connected to a hub airport by a direct nonstop or a one-stop flight is called a
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“spoke airport.” We consider only hub-to-spoke airport pairs that are serviced

by a hub carrier. Moreover, we consider only direct nonstop flight itineraries.

The sample consists of a total of 953 hub-to-spoke airport pairs, between which

one of the seven dominant carriers flies direct from the hub to the spoke, and

from the spoke to the hub.

Fare and quantity data for the hub-to-spoke airport pairs are drawn

from the US Department of Transportation’s 2000 “Origin and Destination”

Survey, which is a ten percent random sample of all flights on domestic carriers

in the US. For each pair of origin and destination airports, we know the number

of passengers, their itineraries, the fares they paid, and the identity of the

carriers to which they paid them.

Market power is difficult to measure, because measures of cost are no-

toriously difficult to obtain. However, as demonstrated in chapter two, hub

carriers exercise greater market power on itineraries from one of their hubs to a

spoke than on itineraries from the spoke to the hub. I found that hub-to-spoke

fares are $34, or 7 percent, higher than spoke-to-hub fares. This difference can-

not be accounted for by differences in marginal cost or product differentiation

because passengers flying from a hub to a spoke are usually flying on the same

planes as passengers flying from the spoke to the hub. This leaves only one

explanation: market power is higher on the hub-to-spoke markets than on the

spoke-to-hub markets. Thus, we divide the itineraries of hub carriers between

hub-and-spoke airport pairs according to whether they originate at the hub or

the spoke, and we measure price discrimination for each of these two groups.
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Our measure of price discrimination is the coefficient of variation (CV).

We use the empirical analogue of the CV in equation (3.6):

CV =

√√√√√√
∑n

i=1

(
(pi−k)qi

Q

)2

(∑n
i=1

(pi−k)qi

Q

)2 − 1 (3.11)

where pi is the fare, qi is the quantity sold, n is the number of airport pairs,

Q is the total quantity sold, and k is a constant, unobservable marginal cost,

which is parameterized by the distance between the city of origin and that

of the destination. Setting qi = 1, we have the exact discrete analogue of the

expression in equation (3.6), except that the marginal cost is constant (because

it is not observable).

Table 3.1 presents the CV means and standard deviations for the hub-

to-spoke and spoke-to-hub markets of the hub-to-spoke airport pairs serviced

by different hub carriers. Surprisingly, the means of the CV on the spoke-to-

hub markets are higher than those in the hub-to-spoke markets for six out of

the seven dominant carriers.

The t-statistics testing the hypothesis that the means of the CV are

equal across the two directions are t = -0.448, t = 0.959, t = 0.338, t =

1.061, t = 0.554, t = 0.542, and t = 0.617, for American, Continental, Delta,

Northwest, TWA, United, and US Airways, respectively, and t = 1.299 for

the entire sample. At reasonable significance levels, we cannot reject the null

hypothesis.
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Table 3.1: Mean (SD) of CVs for hub-to-spoke and spoke-to-hub markets

Carrier Frequency CVhub−to−spoke CVhub−to−spoke

American Airlines 118 0.564 0.552
(AA) (0.203) (0.208)

Continental 177 0.555 0.576
(CO) (0.205) (0.207)

Delta 203 0.567 0.573
(DL) (0.183) (0.175)

Northwest 162 0.526 0.546
(NW) (0.162) (0.177)

TWA 51 0.656 0.678
(TW) (0.195) (0.206)

United 108 0.555 0.568
(UA) (0.177) (0.175)

US Airways 163 0.536 0.548
(US) (0.180) (0.171)

Total 982 0.556 0.567
(0.187) (0.188)
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Table 3.2: CVs on hub-to-spoke v. spoke-to-hub Markets

# of Airports with # of Airports with
Carrier Frequency CVhub−to−spoke > CVhub−to−spoke <

CVhub−to−spoke CVspoke−to−hub

AA 118 61 57

CO 177 74 103

DL 203 91 112

NW 162 65 97

TW 51 28 23

US 108 47 61

US 163 63 100

Total 982 429 553

However, this analysis aggregates over markets with different cost struc-

tures. To overcome this problem, we note that a hub carrier’s marginal cost of

flying from a hub to a spoke is approximately the same as that of flying from

the spoke to the hub. Therefore, we can look at the difference between the

CV for hub-to-spoke markets and the CV for spoke-to-hub markets. These

differences in CV cannot be accounted for by differences in marginal cost. 5

Table 3.2 presents the results of this differencing.

Consider the row for Northwest, for example. There are 162 spoke

5In formal terms, the sign of the expression CV(hub-to-spoke)-CV(spoke-to-hub) does
not depend on k.
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airports to which Northwest flies directly from its hub, and from which it flies

directly back to its hub. Of these 162 airport pairs, 65 of them have a CV

on the hub-to-spoke market that is greater than the CV on the spoke-to-hub

market, while a greater 97 of them have a greater CV on the spoke-to-hub

market. The p-value for such a binomial coming out 65 heads out of 162 trials

is 0.0073, which is significant. In fact, five out of seven dominant carriers

service significantly more airport pairs with a CV higher for the spoke-to-hub

market.

However, differences between directional CVs need not be statistically

significant. It could be that of Northwest’s 65 airport pairs that have a higher

hub-to-spoke CV, most of them have a significantly higher (in a statistical

sense) hub-to-spoke CV; while of Northwest’s 97 pairs that have a higher

spoke-to-hub CV, most of them do not have a statistically higher spoke-to-

hub CV.

To see whether this is the case, we test whether the differences in CVs

in hub-to-spoke versus spoke-to-hub markets are statistically significant. To

make inferences about calculated CVs, it is necessary to know something about

their variance. We use two methods to compute their sampling variance, the

delta method and bootstrapping. These methods are described in detail in the

following section.

Armed with estimates of the sampling variance of the hub-to-spoke and

spoke-to-hub CVs, we test various null and alternative hypotheses concerning

their differences. Table 3.3 reports the results of the various hypothesis tests
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with standard errors calculated using the delta method.

Table 3.3: Significance Tests for Differences in CVs
on Hub-to-Spoke v. Spoke-to-Hub Markets

Standard Errors Calculated Using the Delta Method

# of Airports with # of Airports with # of Airports with
Carrier Frequency CVhub−to−spoke > CVhub−to−spoke < niether HI

0 nor HII
0

CVhub−to−spoke CVspoke−to−hub Rejected
AA 118 59 53 6

CO 177 69 96 12

DL 203 86 106 11

NW 162 61 94 7

TW 51 26 23 2

US 108 45 58 5

US 163 59 94 10

Total 982 405 524 53

First, we test

HI
0 : CVHub−to−Spoke − CVSpoke−to−Hub ≤ 0 (3.12)

HI
A : CVHub−to−Spoke − CVSpoke−to−Hub > 0

The third column of Table 3.3 reports the number of airport pairs, for

each dominant carrier, for which we reject the null-hypothesis HI
0 in favor of
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the alternative HI
A (at the one percent significance level). In these airport

pairs, the hub-to-spoke CV is significantly higher than the spoke-to-hub CV.

Second, we test

HII
0 : CVHub−to−Spoke − CVSpoke−to−Hub ≥ 0 (3.13)

HII
A : CVHub−to−Spoke − CVSpoke−to−Hub < 0

The fourth column of Table 3.3 reports the number of airport pairs, for

which we reject null-hypothesis HII
0 in favor of the alternative HII

A . In these

airport pairs, the hub-to-spoke CV is significantly higher than the spoke-to-

hub CV.

The fifth column of Table 3.3 reports the number of airport pairs for

which we neither reject HI
0 nor HII

0 . In these airport pairs, the hub-to-spoke

CV is not significantly different from the spoke-to-hub CV.

The results indicate that five out of seven dominant carriers service

significantly more airport pairs with a CV significantly higher for the spoke-

to-hub market than airport pairs with a CV significantly higher for the hub-to-

spoke market. For example, 61 of Northwest’s airport pairs have a significantly

higher hub-to-spoke CV, while 94 of them have a significantly higher spoke-

to-hub CV. In the total sample, only 405 airport pairs have a significantly

higher hub-to-spoke CV, while a greater 524 of them have a significantly higher

spoke-to-hub CV—even though market power is greater on the hub-to-spoke
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markets. Price discrimination and market power appear negatively correlated

in our sample.

Table 3.4 reports the results of these tests using bootstrapped standard

errors.

Table 3.4: Significance Tests for Differences in CVs
on hub-to-spoke v. spoke-to-hub Markets

Standard Errors Calculated Using the Bootstrap Method

# of Airports with # of Airports with # of Airports with
Carrier Frequency CVhub−to−spoke > CVhub−to−spoke < niether HI

0 nor HII
0

CVhub−to−spoke CVspoke−to−hub Rejected
AA 118 60 54 4

CO 177 74 101 2

DL 203 90 109 4

NW 162 65 96 1

TW 51 26 23 2

US 108 46 60 2

US 163 62 99 2

Total 982 423 542 17

The results are similar to those obtained using the delta method, except

that there are fewer airport pairs for which we neither reject HI
0 nor HII

0 .

These significant differences in CV between hub-to-spoke and spoke-to-
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hub markets cannot be accounted for by differences in marginal costs because

these are the same in both directions. However, it is still possible that the

differences in CV might also be partly driven by differences in demand. So we

regressed the differences in CV on various measures of demand, employing dif-

ferent specifications. We found the effects of these measures on CV-differences

to be statistically insignificant. Differences in CV between hub-to-spoke and

spoke-to-hub markets cannot be accounted for by population differences in

the cities of origin or destination, or directional differences in the proportion

of business travelers in these airport pairs. Having taken into account both

potential cost and demand differences, we are led to the conclusion that, if

anything, price discrimination and market power are negatively correlated in

the US airlines industry. This is consistent with the theory developed in the

previous section.

3.3 Conclusion

A static location model was employed to explore the relationship be-

tween price discrimination and market power. The model implied that a reduc-

tion in the differences in the costs of serving different customers would reduce

market power while price discrimination, as measured by the coefficient of

variation, could remain very high. Moreover, in the presence of a flat fee for

very costly customers, a reduction of this kind could result in a substantial re-

duction in price discrimination while leaving market power unaffected, or even

increasing it. The conclusion is that no generally positive relationship exists
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between the prevalence of price discrimination and that of market power, even

in the short run.

Thus, the question of the relationship between the strength of price

discrimination and that of market power becomes an essentially empirical one.

Using data from the US airlines industry, we found that price discrimination

and market power are negatively correlated, suggesting that, for this industry,

the extent of price discrimination is not a good measure of the extent of market

power.

Antitrust authorities have inferred high market power from highly dis-

criminatory price structures. We have argued that there is no theoretical basis

for this presumption; and, at least for the airlines industry, there is no empir-

ical basis for it either.
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Appendix 1

Appendix

1.1 Application of OAG guide information to adjust di-
rect market flights.

Each coupon in the DB1A data represents a direct flight. The direct

flight may, however, involve one ore more stops. The OAG Guide lists, by

city-pair, each scheduled flight by every carrier serving the market. For each

flight, the capacity, dates, times, number of monthly flights, and number of

stops are listed. If a given direct flight involves one or more stops, the flight

will be listed under several city-pairs. Thus if American Airlines flight 2937

involves a direct flight from ABQ to ATL through DFW with 150 seats, the

it will appear as 1) a flight from ABQ to DFW with 150 seats and no stops,

2) as a flight from DFW to ATL with 150 seats, 3) as a flight from ABQ to

ATL with 150 seats and one-stop.

My procedure for adjusting the DB1A begins as follows:

1) Using the flight numbers, flight starting date and origin/destination

specifications, identify the complete set of direct flight itineraries including

information on stops

2) For all city-pairs calculate the monthly seat capacity for all direct
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flights from the OAG data. This includes direct flights with multiple stops.

3) For each flight in the OAG data, estimate its proportion of the total

quarterly city-pair seat capacity

4) For each city-pair listed in the OAG, which passes through a hub,

estimate the proportion of the total quarterly city-pair seat capacity. That is,

within a particular city-pair, aggregate over city-pairs to find the total number

of seats.

5). For each city-pair, assign a city-pair with the highest capacity as

the primary city-pair.

6) For each direct flight in the DB1A data match the primary direct

city-pair from the OAG. Often this may include a stop.

7) If a match is made, and the DB1A lists the flight as a one-coupon

flight but the OAG data indicates that there is one stop (or more), I recode the

DB1A and treat the record as a two-coupon (or more) and recode the original

stop information to include the information from the OAG guide.

8) Note that when there are two or more direct, one-stop flights, I am

assigning all flights in the DB1A to the city-pair with the largest capacity.

To the extent that the analysis done in this paper is aggregated over origin

and destination, the precise path does not change the results. The important

point is that I have made corrections where one-coupon flights really involve

a stop without a change of planes.
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1.2 Inference Details - Testing Directional CV differ-
ences

Let µi denote population mean fare for airport pair i and let σ2
i denote

the population variance for the fare in airport pair i. Then the airport pair i

CV can be calculated simply as:

θi =
σi

µi

Since population figures for µi and σi are not known, I make estimates using

the observed sample of ni observations. Given the univariate random sample

of the fare for airport pair i, Pi = (pi1, pi2,... ,pini
) drawn from the population,

I can calculate several descriptive statistics. The sample estimate of the mean

is calculated Pi =
P

t pit

ni
and the sample variance is calculated s2

i =
P

t(pit−p̄i)
2

ni−1
.

With these two sample estimates, I can calculate a sample estimate of the CV:

θ̂i =
si

x̄i

For each directional hub-to-spoke market (d = 1) and spoke-to-hub

market (d = 2), for a given carrier k, I can compute the CV θ̂dk. For a

each carrier table 3.1 reports the mean and standard deviation of θ̂dk for the

i airport pairs in the sample:

mean =
̂̂
θdk =

I∑
i=1

θ̂ikc

std =

(∑I
i=1(θ̂dki −

̂̂
θdk)

2

)1/2
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To make inferences about θ̂i, it is necessary to know something about

its variance. Let φi and φ̂i denote the population and sample estimate of the

variance of the CV in airport pair i. While the true variance φi is unknown,

I can use the delta method to make a sample estimate φ̂i. Using the delta

method, the sampling variance of the coefficient of variation has been shown

Kendall (1977) to be

φ̂i =
θ2

i

n

[
µi4 − µ2

i2

4µ2
i2

+
µi2

µ′2i1
− µi3

µi2µ′i1

]

where µ′ij represents the jth moment of the population in airport pair i and

µij represents the jth moment about the mean in airport pair i. Specifically,

µi2 is the population variance of the fare Pi, µ
′
i1 is the population mean for the

fare Pi, µi3 is the skewness for the fare in airport pair i and µi4 is the kurtosis

of the fare in airport pair i. Again, I do not know or observe the population

levels of µ′i1, µi2, µi3, or µi4. However I can use the unbiased sample estimators

for moment j:

µ′ij ' x̄j
i =

∑
t x

j
it

ni

µi2 ' s2
i =

∑
t(xit − x̄i)

2

ni − 1
=
ni(x2

i − xi
2)

ni − 1

µi3 '
n2

i (x
3
i − 3x2

ixi + 2xi
3)

(ni − 1)(ni − 2)
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µi4 '
n2

i (ni + 1)(x4
i − 3x3

ixi + 6x2
ixi

2 − 3xi
4)

(ni − 1)(ni − 2)(ni − 3)

Thus, for direction d ∈ {1=hub-to-spoke, 2=spoke-to-hub} I estimate θ̂id and

φ̂id. Armed with these sample estimates I can test various null and alternative

hypotheses concerning the relative directional CV values. For instance:

Ho : θi1 − θi2 = 0

Ha : θi1 − θi2 6= 0

Because of the central limit theorem, the sampling distribution of θ̂i1 − θ̂i2

can be approximated by a normal probability distribution for a large sample.

Thus I compute the following statistic:

zi =
(θ̂i1 − θ̂i2)− (θi1 − θi2)√

(φi1/ni1) + (φi2/ni2)

Since φi1 and φi2 are unknown, I use the sample variances φ̂i1 and φ̂i2 to

compute the test statistic.

Table 3.3 reports the results of the various hypothesis tests using the

standard errors calculated using the delta method. Across d ∈ {1=hub-to-

spoke, 2=spoke-to-hub}, I first test

Ho : θi1 − θi2 ≤ 0 (1.1)

Ha : θi1 − θi2 > 0
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Column two reports the number of airport pairs, for each carrier, for

which I reject null-hypothesis 1.1. In these airport pairs, hub-spoke CV

appears significantly higher than the spoke-hub CV.

An alternative one-sided test is the hypothesis:

Ho : θi1 − θi2 ≥ 0 (1.2)

Ha : θi1 − θi2 > 0

Column four reports the number of airport pairs, for each carrier, for

which I reject null-hypothesis 1.2. Column three are the number of markets

where I can neither reject null-hypothesis 1.1 or null-hypothesis 1.2.

Bootstrapping offers a second method for calculating standard errors.

This technique involves studying a sample of bootstrap estimators θ̂i(b)m,

b=1,...,B obtained by sampling m observations, with replacement, from Pi

and recomputing θ̂i with each sample. This is done a total of B times with

the desired sampling characteristic computed from Θi = [θ̂i(1)m, ..., θ̂i(B)m].

Because the estimator is consistent and ni are reasonably large in each sam-

ple, I can approximate the asymptotic covariance matrix of the estimator θ̂i

by using:

Est. Asymptotic Variance[θ̂i]=
1
B

B∑
b=1

[θ̂i(b)m − θ̂i][θ̂i(b)m − θ̂i]
′.

I compute the estimated asymptotic variance using B=1000 samples of

m=1000 observations for each unique hub-to-spoke and spoke-to-hub airport
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pair-market.

Table 3.4 reports the results of the various hypothesis tests. For each

d ∈ {1=hub-to-spoke, 2=spoke-to-hub}, I first test

Ho : θi1 − θi2 ≤ 0 (1.3)

Ha : θi1 − θi2 > 0

Column two reports the number of airport pairs, for each carrier, for

which I reject null-hypothesis 1.3. In these airport pairs, hub-spoke CV

appears significantly higher than the spoke-hub CV.

An alternative one-sided test is the hypothesis:

Ho : θi1 − θi2 ≥ 0 (1.4)

Ha : θi1 − θi2 > 0

Column four reports the number of airport pairs, for each carrier, for

which I reject null-hypothesis 1.4. Column three are the number of markets

where I can neither reject null-hypothesis 1.3 or null-hypothesis 1.4.
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